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PREFACE

THE PRODUCT

THE READER

PREREQUISITE
KNOWLEDGE

THE MANUAL

RELATED MANUALS

The BACKUP SYSTEM is a subsystem used for copying
fiTes from one storage medium to another. BACKUP
means making an extra copy of a disk pack or indivi—
duaI fiTes which can be kept in a safe pTace. If the
need arises, this copy can be used Tater for recovery
of deTeted fiTes or corrupted data. This manuaI
describes: BACKUP—SYSTEM ND 210337H, the stand—aTone
programs for taking backup, and the SINTRAN III
commands for taking backup.

This manuaT is written for users of SINTRAN III who
wish to take backup or copy fiTes.

To get fuTI benefit from this manuaT, you shoq be
famiTiar with the SINTRAN III operating system.

The aim of this manual is to present the Backup System
to users who are completeiy unfamiiiar with it. The
various commands, subcommands and parameters are
described in detail. Simpie exampies are inciuded to
show how the various commands can be used. The first
seven chapters of this manuaT are intended for aTI end
users. The Test four chapters are intended for the
System Supervisor.

SINTRAN 111 System Supervisor ND—30.003.06

SINTRAN III Timesharing/Batch Guide ND—60 132.03

Test Program Description ND—500 ND—30.018.01

Test program Description for ND—lOD,
NDRD—lO/S, NORD-10 and NORD-12 ND-30 005.02
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STANDARD NOTATION
#

—

In the text What it means or what it is used for:
you see

Areas shaded grey represent screen pictures.

BACKUP—SYSTEM Text typed by the user is underTined and written in
uppercase.

.J This represents the carriage return key. 0n the
termina] it may be marked <J, CR, or RETURN.

\ This represents the HOME key.

CTRL + N This is an exampTe of a CTRL combination. It means
you press the CTRL key and ho it down whiie you
press w.

A11 commands can be abbreviated. For exampie the
command BACKUP—SYSTEMoJ can be abbreviated to
B—S«J. The oniy requirement is that the command is
not ambiguous.

Norsk Data ND—60.250.1 EN
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INTRODUCTION

1 INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS THE BACKUP SYSTEM

Baggy»; _;.§¢c1p " '

The BACKUP SYSTEM is a subsystem which is used for copying
individuaI fiIes or a group of fiIes from one storage
medium to another efficientTy. It can aIso be used for
copying a whole disk using the DEVICE—COPY command. This
command is however restricted to user System.

The backup system is fuTTy interactive aITowing users to
communicate with the terminal by using commands simiIar to
Enish phrases or sentences. The commands correspond to
the major steps a user must foIIow depending on which type
of backup s/he woq like to take.

ONLINE HELP INFORMATION AND OTHER FEATURES

OnIine heIp information is avaiIabIe in the backup system
for every prompted command, subcommand or parameter at aTI
1eveis of communication. You may type a question mark "?"
as an answer to a prompt. This wiii dispiay information
about the expected input foiiowed by the prompt you were at
Tast.

ipestinat

If you type a "?” or write HELP at the end of a command,
information about the command wiIT be dispIayed. You couId
aTso write HELP foTIowed by the command name. The output
wiTT be a Iist of the avaiTabTe commands matching the
specified command name.

The escape (ESC) or home (\) key may be used to canceT
parameter coTTection in a command. If the ESC or \ key
is used during command execution, it wiII cause a return to
SINTRAN III.

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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INTRODUCTION

Writing HELP as a parameter of HELP will cause all the
commands currently available, and their parameters, to be
displayed together with their corresponding explanations.

If a prompted parameter has a default value, it will be
displayed between apostrophes following the prompt. An
empty string too may occur as a default value.

SINTRAN III commands may be executed from the backup system
by typing @ followed by the SINTRAN command. This helps you
to rapidly access information which can be obtained only at
the SINTRAN 111 level. For example, if you have forgotten
the name of the newly created directory on a floppy disk,
@LIST—DIRECTORIES—ENTERED<J would supply this information.
After execution of the SINTRAN III command, you will return
to the same point you were at in the backup system before
the SINTRAN III command was executed.

To enable communication with other computer installations,
the ANSI standard label format is available for magnetic
tapes.

WHY DO WE NEED A BACKUP SYSTEM

No matter how reliable a computer is, the possibility
always exists that problems can arise at some point
involving the risk of your losing important files. One can
also lose files by using the delete command on the wrong
file or writing over an important file so that the original
contents of the file are lost. Backup copies can be used in
such cases for the recovery of deleted files or corrupted
data.

A disk—to—disk copy is usually taken by the computer
installation staff at regular intervals (usually Once a
week). Thus, in the worst case you could lose a week's
work. Even this risk could be avoided if you take your own
backup, particularly of those files you consider important
and would not like to expose to any risks.

STORAGE MEDIA FOR BACKUP

The storage media for backup copies of files are hard
disks, floppy disks, magnetic tapes or streamer tapes.

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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INTRODUCTION

ORGANISATION 0F FILES 0N STORAGE MEDIA

Depending on how fiTes are organised on storage media
they are said to reside on a DIRECTORY or on a VOLUME.
FiTes stored on hard disks must be stored on a DIRECTORY,
fiies on fIOppy disks can either be stored on a DIRECTORY
or on a VOLUME whereas fiTes stored on magnetic tape wiIi
onTy be stored on a VOLUME.

COMMAND SUMMARY

Beiow is a Tist of a1] the commands that are avaiTabTe on
the backup system, together with their parameters. This
Tist is dispTayed on the terminal if you type HELP after
entering the backup system. Three of these commands,
COPY—USERS—FILES, MULTIUSER—COPY and SERVICE—PROGRAM—CUF,
have their own set of subcommands.

Norsk Data ND—60.250.1 EN
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INTRODUCTION

ENTER BACKUP SYSTEM CREATE DIRECTORY

CREATE VOLUME

COPY USERS FILES

ENTER DIRECTORY

CREATE USER

EXIT BACKUP SYSTEM
GIVE USER SPACE

FIGURE 1. The foIIowing

COPY FILE
ENTER BACKUP SYSTEM

|
COPY USERS FILES

I
EXIT BACKUP SYSTEM

RELEASE DIRECTORY

is an overview of the steps one must foilow for
taking a backup copy of a fi1e onto a fioppy disk or magnetic tape.

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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Running

Running

Running

Running

Running

Down

Down

Down

Down

Down

Fioppy disk

User area
Remote user

User area
Mag. tape

Disk
Mag. tape

User area
Disk

Disk

Disk
Mag. tape

Disk
(Winch.)
Streamer

Disk

Disk
(Winch.)

F10Ppy

User area

Remote user
User area

Mag. tape
User area

Mag. tape
Disk

Disk
User area

Disk

Mag. tape
Disk

Streamer

Disk
(Winch.)

Disk

F1 oppy

Disk
(Winch.)
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(COPY—USERS-FILES)

Backup system
(COPY—USERS—FILES)

Backup system
(COPY-USERS-FILES

or
MULTIUSER—COPY)

Backup system
(DEVICE-COPY)

Backup system
(COPY-USERS-FILES

or
MULTIUSER-COPY)

Backup system
(DEVICE-COPY)

MCOPY-TANB

DIR—BACKUP

DISC-TEMA

WINCH-TO-FLOPP

FLOPP—TO—WINCH

Status of From To Method SpeciaT features
SINTRAN

Running User area Fioppy disk Backup system Recommended for
personaT backup

Recommended for
copying from remote
user.

The remaining methods
are recommended for
copying disk packs or
Targe number of fi1es
in one operation. The
copying mode can be
modified using the
SERVICE—PROGRAM-CUF
and advanced seiections.
The command DEVICE-COPY
is anaiternative for
rapidiy copying a disk
pack.

TabTe 1. An overview of storage media and recommended backup method.
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TAKING BACKUP ON A VOLUME

2 TAKING BACKUP ON A VOLUME

WHAT IS A VOLUME

A volume is a set of files sequentially organised on a
storage medium such as a magnetic tape or a floppy disk. A
volume must be CREATED and given a VOLUME NAME before it
can be used. Only one volume may exist on a floppy disk or
magnetic tape. A volume may however contain files from
several users. Only the first file on a volume may extend
over several volumes (look at page 26: BACKUP THAT EXTENDS
OVER SEVERAL VOLUMES).

USING A FLOPPY DISK

Most end users will use floppy disks for taking backup
copies of programs and data. Floppy disks can also be used
to build up a "floppy disk library“ where you keep copies
of your least used files in order to make room for new
files on the disk (archive).

THE FLOPPY DISK UNIT

The floppy disk unit is a horizontal slot, (except on ND
Satellite where it is a vertical slot), which is usually on
the front of the computer cabinet. It has a door with a
little red lamp near it. To open the door, you must either
press the button below the door or flip the door up,
depending on the type of disk unit you have. Normally the
door should be open if the drive is not in use. If the door
is closed, FIRST MAKE SURE THAT NO ONE IS USING THE FLOPPY
DISK UNIT BEFORE YOU OPEN IT!

If the little lamp is on, or blinks, it means that someone
is using the unit. If you are in doubt, use the following
command:

arts-Tenmargammargaanfi;
'DEIR‘EGEflRY mum : '1.

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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TAKING BACKUP ON A VOLUME

This produces a Tist of a1] the storage media that contain
a directory in active use, for instance Tike this:

If the Tist incIudes the words FLOPPY-DISC Tike the one
above, check which unit number it is on. In the above
exampTe unit 0 is occupied. If the rppy disk unit you
need to use is the same as the one that appears on the
screen, you may assume that someone is using it. In that
case it is very important that you DO NOT OPEN the door as
you might spoiI the disk of the person using the unit.

NOTE: VoTumes which are in active use are not inciuded in
the Tist above. To find out if someone is using the DEVICE
UNIT for copying on a voiume you can use the foiiowing
command:

The FILE NAME in the above picture refers to the periphera]
fiIe name. In this exampIe P-HANSEN is using the peripherai
fiIe fioppy—l for taking backup on a voiume. That means
UNIT 0 is occupied. If UNIT 0 was not occupied, the message
FLOPPY—1:; : FREE TO USE woq appear on the screen. If
your terminai is a Tong way from the computer, there is
usuaIIy a terminaI or a CONSOLE near the computer which you
can use.

TabIe 2 shows how you can derive the peripheraI fiTe name
from the DEVICE NAME and the DEVICE UNIT.

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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m TAKING BACKUP ON A VOLUME

|

:3
:=l DEVICE NAME DEVICE UNIT PERIPHERAL FILE NAME

:zl rppy—disc—l 0 rppy—l
1 rp-Z

a
2 floppy-3

:2! fIOppy-disc—Z 0 rp—4
1 floppy-5

:II 2 rppy—6

=5 mag—tape—l 0 mag—tape—O

:3: 1 mag—tape-l
2 mag—tape—Z

::l 3 mag-tape-3

: mag-tape-Z 0 mag-tape—4
1 mag—tape-S

:a 2 mag-tape-6
3 mag-tape-7

:fl
mag-tape-3 0 mag-tape-8

:a 1 mag-tape-9
2 mag—tape-lo

:fl 3 mag—tape—ll

:fi mag—tape-4 0 mag-tape-lz
1 mag—tape—13

:z‘ 2 mag—tape—l4
3 mag-tape-lS

TabIe 2. Showing reIationship between DEVICE NAME, DEVICE UNIT and
PERIPHERAL FILE NAME

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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NOTE!

Good diskette habits wiii minimize the
risk of ioosing data. For your own
benefit, aiways foiiow these ru1es:

Diskette/m
1. Hands off the diskette surface. surface

2. Keep the diskettes away from magnetic
o

fie1ds. Do not piace them on top of (:>
your terminai or other equipment.

0

3. Do not bend or foid the diskettes.

4. Keep the diskettes in the jackets
when they are not in use.

5. Be carefu] when inserting the diskette
in the fioppy drive. NEVER ieave it
haifway inserted in the open door.

6. AND FINALLY: Do not drop the diskette
on the carpet, and if you do, pick it
up again immediateiy, as the static
eiectricity may damage the data.

EmnfiflnfififlflflflflnflHnnnnnannnnn-nan.

Figure 2. Guidelines for floppy disks.

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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TAKING BACKUP ON A VOLUME

THE WRITE PROTECTION FOR FLOPPY DISKS

The write protection on a f]oppy disk differs depending on
whether you are using:

a) An 8 1/2 inch f]oppy disk or

b) A 5 1/4 inch f]oppy disk

If a notch is not present on an 8 1/2 inch f]oppy disk, you
may write to it. To protect it from being written to, cut a
notch approximate]y 4 mi]]imeters wide and 4 centimeters
from the margin as shown on figure 3. (For 5 1/4 inch
f]oppy disks, the notch is situated 3 centimeters from the
margin.) If you shou]d ]ater need to write to the f]oppy
disk again, cover the notch with the narrow meta] tape
which you find in the disk packet.

When using a 5 1/4 inch f]oppy disk, (figure 3b), do the
opposite of that described above To be ab]e to write to the
disk, the notch shou]d not be covered by the meta] tape. To
obtain write protection, cover the notch with the meta]
tape.

HHHHHHHHHHHHHH

If you have write protection on your f]oppy disk and try to
write to it, the fo]]owing error message appears on the
screen:

DEVICE ERROR (READ—LAST—STATUS TO GET STATUS)

_ A
! Flezlbln dish I __I

'
I ______________

c
'Fflfil'{———1—7

_____

If)

mm. mm _——-— ' '-

Write
protection

notch

F"—

Write
protection

notch

Read/Write slot

Figure 3. P]acing the meta] tape on a f]oppy disk. A. 8 1/2 inch f]oppy
disk. B. 5 1/4 inch f]oppy disk.

Norsk Data ND—60.250.1 EN
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HOW TO INSERT A FLOPPY DISK

ND BACKUP USER GUIDE
TAKING BACKUP ON A VOLUME

If you are using an 8 1/2 inch fioppy disk, insert it with
the read/write siot first and the upper side (smooth
margins) facing upwards.

For a 5 1/4 inch fioppy disk, the siot may be horizontai or
verticai. If the s1ot is horizontai, the write protection
notch of the fioppy disk shouid be on the left and the
upper side (smooth margins) facing upwards. If the siot is
verticai, the write protection notch shouid point downwards
and the upper side shouid face ieft.

1.
Make sure that
the door is
uniocked (red
means iocked).

UNLOCKED

LOCKED

2. 3. '¢..
Press the 1eft Insert the '
side of the diskette
door. The door as shown.
opens. Push it in

as far as it
wii] go.

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN

4.
Ciose
the door.

5.
Lock the
door if
you want.

Figure 4. How to insert a 5 1/4 inch floppy disk into a vertica] siot.

!!'AIIAA£I;.IIJ
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fl-flflflflflflflflflflfiflflflflflflflflflfiflnnflnnnnnnnnni

Figure 5. How to insert an 8 1/2 inch floppy disk into a horizontai siot.

FORMATTING A FLOPPY DISK

If you are using an unformatted fioppy disk the first thing
you do is to format it using the DEVICE-FUNCTION command.

WARNING: If you format a fToppy disk that has aIready been
formatted and has fiIes copied on to it, these fiIes wiII
be deieted due to the reformatting.

If your fioppy disk is sing]e-sided/singTe—density, the
format is 0. If it is doubTe—sided/doubie—density the for—
mat is 17.

In this exampTe f10ppy—1 represents the peripheraI fiIe
name, and is a combination of an abbreviation of the DEVICE
NAME and the DEVICE UNIT on which your rppy disk is. See
tabTe 2 for detaiTs on how to derive the periphera] file
name given the DEVICE NAME and DEVICE UNIT. The DEVICE—
FUNCTION command takes 1—2 minutes to compiete. If there
are any pages that are not usuabie on the disk, they wiTI
be marked by @DEVICE—FUNCTION and Iisted during the format—
ting.

FIoppy disks from NORSK DATA are usuaIIy formatted prior to
deIivery. This is not necessariiy true of subsidiaries.

Norsk Data ND—60.250.1 EN
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TAKING BACKUP ON A VOLUME

USING MAGNETIC TAPES

Your magnetic tape station can be one of the following
types:

1. STC
2. CIPHER
3. PERTEC

A brief description of the STC and CIPHER tape stations is
given belch.

THE STC TAPE UNIT

Figure 6 shows the STC Model 1950 series tape unit. The
switches of the operator panel may be used in various
sequences to obtain the desired results. The most common
operating sequence is as follows:

1. Check that the write enable ring underneath the reel is
in place.

2. Place the tape reel or cartridge in a matching position
on the file reel hub and lock it into position using the
latch. Make sure that the reel is secure.

3. Press the LOAD/REWIND switch. If a cartridge is used,
this will now be opened. The file reel will then wind a
few wraps of tape round the machine reel hub. If the
tape does not reach the machine reel in approximately 10
seconds, the tape rewinds and a second loading sequence
begins automatically. If the second attempt is unsuc—
cessful, the tape rewinds, the cartridge closes and the
RESET indicator flashes to signal a problem.

A manual threading procedure is provided and can be used
with open reel tapes that have defective leaders. The
manual sequence is entered by pressing the LOAD/REWIND
switch a second time before the tape leader is posi-
tioned in the threading path. You can now place the tape
leader in the tape path. A third depression of the
LOAD/REWIND switch causes the thread-sequence to
continue.

4. After the machine reel is wrapped, the tape is moved
forward until the beginning of tape (BOT) marker is
found. Vacuum is automatically transferred to the vacuum
columns and this, together with the reels unwinding
tape, loads the columns. The door automatically closes.

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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TAKING BACKUP ON A VOLUME

5.

7.

When the coTumns are Toaded, the tape unit automaticaTTy
moves the tape forward to the BOT marker. If BOT is not

found within 1.5 seconds, the tape is searched in back—

ward direction. If no BOT marker is found, the tape
un10ads and the RESET indicator fiashes.

When BOT is sensed, the LOAD/REWIND indicator Tights and

the tape unit is ready for operation.

You can now CREATE-VOLUME.

After copying is compTeted, unload the tape as foiiows:

1. If the tape unit is operating oniine, press the RESET

switch.

Press the REWIND/UNLOAD switch. The tape rewinds at high

speed but drops to norma] operating speed just prior to

the beginning of tape marker (BOT), stops momentariTy at
BOT, and then unioads onto the fiTe ree].

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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Figure 6. The STC Mode] 1950 Series Tape Unit showing the Operator ControI
Pane] (1953)
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THE CIPHER TAPE UNIT

1. 2. 3.
Open the unit door The tape leader should Make sure that the
by pushing it down. be out like this. Use write enable ring

Cipher tool part No. underneath the reel
209990-500 or is in place.
equivalent.

4.
Wind all tape onto
the reel

5.
Insert the reel fully into the opening with the write
enable ring down and place it on the hub. Turn the
reel a few turns counter-clockwise to make sure it is

.> correctly positioned on the hub.

6.
Close the unit door.

7.
Press the LOAD REWIND switch and wait until the

('1 (.1 (.1 F'W r01 LOAD REWIND lamp stops flashing.
WRTEN

Cam”, .UNLOAD, ‘ON'L'NE, .“5‘ , ‘
D?”

, Press the ON-LINE switch. If you want high density
copying, press first the HI DEN switch and then the
ON-LINE switch.

8.
You can now CREATE—VOLUME.

Figure 7. The CIPHER tape unit.
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unToad the tape:

. First check that the ON—LINE switch is not Tit. If it is
Tit, press it. Press the UNLOAD switch. This wiIT cause
the UNLOAD indicator to fTash. When the unToad sequence
is compTeted, the UNLOAD indicator wiTT remain Tit and
the door wiIT unTock.

. You can now open the front pane] door.

. Lift the reeT carefuTTy off the hub and remove it.

. CTose the front pane] door.

CREATING A VOLUME

The exampIe beTow iIIustrates how you can create a voTume
on

@Bacmpsysww ;

b)

c)

d)

a fToppy disk or a magnetic tape.

To create a voTume one must first enter the BACKUP
SYSTEM by writing BACKUP-SYSTEM. The system responds by
writing Ba—sy:

The next command you give is CREATE—VOLUME.

The backup system now asks for the VOLUME NAME. You can
invent a VOLUME NAME yourseIf which consists of maximum
6 charaters and is preferan reTated to the contents of
the fiTe. Remember that you can never abbreviate the
voTume name.

The next two parameters are DEVICE NAME and DEVICE UNIT.
These reTate to where the magnetic tape or the rppy
disk is mounted. Standard names are FLOPPY—DISC-l,
FLOPPY—DISC—2 or MAG-TAPE-l to MAG—TAPE—4. The DEVICE
UNIT numbers range from 0—3. If onTy one unit exists, it
has unit number 0. The defauTt vaTue for the DEVICE NAME
and/or DEVICE UNIT wiTT appear together with the prompts
as shown in the above exampTe if onTy one NAME or UNIT
exists on your system. Note that it is aTso possibTe to
specify a remote DEVICE NAME (Took at page 61: REMOTE
BACKUP).
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-5-

COPYING FILES ONTO A VOLUME

The exampTe be10w shows how you can use the COPY-USERS—
FILES command of the backup system to copy fiies to a
fioppy disk or magnetic tape:

f‘ll

E
i-ln

l
E!-
I
2-.

lflh

.-

I“.

”-II

IN.

=-.

.-

_lml

.um_

_. The first parameter is DESTINATION TYPE. You write VOLUME
foiiowed by .J. The next four parameters refer to the

__ destination. The first three of these are identica] to
those for creating a voiume. The Tast parameter DESTINATION

.n FILE GENERATION refers to the fiie generation number
(maximum 4 characters). Different fiie generations are

..q_ used to store more than one generation of a set of fiTes on
the same voiume. The defauit vaiue is the Tast generation

__— of the fi1e existing on the voiume + 1. If the voiume is
' empty, 1 wiI] be used as the defauTt fiie generation.
_."

Prompts are sometimes foiiowed by a defauTt vaiue enciosed
j-" in singTe quotation—marks. Dynamic or empty defau1t vaiues

are represented by singie quotation marks without any text
;_, between.

i.“ The SOURCE TYPE refers to the area the fiies are being
- copied from. Since the destination type is VOLUME, the

_g source type must be DIRECTORY as VOLUME to VOLUME copying'
is not implemented.

-Irfl
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The SOURCE DIRECTORY NAME refers to the directory that
contains the files to be copied. The default value is the
default directory for the source user. The source directory
may also be remote (see page 61: REMOTE BACKUP).

The SOURCE USER NAME refers to the name of the owner of the
files to be copied. The default value is your own user
name, or the remote entering user if the source directory
is remote.

The SOURCF FILE NAME refers to the files to be copied.
Maximum permitted length of a file name is 26 characters.
The default value is an empty string matching all files
owned by the specified user.

MANUAL CHECK offers four alternatives. You may answer YES
if you wish the system to stop for manual confirmation
before each file is copied, NO if you do not want manual
confirmation before copying. In the latter case all the
files will be copied automatically to the specified desti-
nation. If you answer LIST the files will also be automati—
cally copied to the destination. These files will however
also be listed on the terminal. The fourth alternative is
SELECT. This command is described in detail on page 43: THE
ADVANCED SELECT COMMANDS.

Normally you cannot copy files opened for write by another
user. You may, however, copy a continuous file opened for
common write (NC) by opening it for common read (RC) before
entering the backup system.

MESSAGES

The unit number is not always marked on the computer. If
more than one device unit exists, and you write the wrong
number, an error message appears on the screen:

gagvxcEqfifiaon EHEAp—LasrefitATus To GE? STATUS}
Iflflfidfiafieady; Flappywfli£cfilng

';* ask command'aborted

You can start again now — and remember to write the correct
unit number. Ask your system supervisor if in doubt.

This error message also appears on the terminal if the disk
is inserted incorrectly, or the storage medium is write
protected and you try to write to it.

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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LIST’VOLUME

OccasionaTIy, even though the door of the f10ppy disk unit
is open, and the unit apparentTy not in use when you start,
you can get the error message FILE ALREADY RESERVED. This
is because the previous user of the fToppy disk unit forgot
to reTease the directory. You must now reTease the direc—
tory yourseTf before you can proceed any further. See
page 36: TO RELEASE DIRECTORY (UNIT OCCUPIED).

You may now want to check whether your fiTes have actuaTTy
been copied over to the floppy disk or magnetic tape. You
can do this by using the LIST—VOLUME command as shown
beTow:

As shown on the screen picture above, the output is a Tist
of fiTes copied, the date they were copied, the number of
pages in each and the date they were Tast modified.

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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BACKUP THAT EXTENDS OVER SEVERAL VOLUMES

Occasionally, you may reach the end of a volume before the
entire file has been copied on to it. That is, the entire
capacity of the floppy disk or magnetic tape is used up
before the whole file is copied. In such cases the system
will inform you that you can continue copying by inserting
a new medium on the <device-name, unit number>. This means
that you may now insert a new floppy disk or magnetic tape,
as the case may be, and write [:1.

The system now informs you that a volume has not been
created on the new medium and asks if you want to create a
new volume having the same name as the previous volume. If
you answer [11, the system creates a new volume having the
same name as the volume you just removed. The copying of
the interrupted file will now continue. If you answer N+J,
you will be asked to mount another floppy disk/magnetiE——
tape. If you do not wish to continue copying the file,
press ESC.

If you are in the process of copying several files and you
reach the end of a volume while copying for example file
number 10, that part of the file that has already been
copied will be deleted from the volume. This is because
only the first file on a volume may be split over several
volumes. You will however be asked to mount a new floppy
disk or magnetic tape and the file will then be recopied to
this new volume as its first file.

To get out of the backup system and return to the SINTRAN
level, write EXIT.

RECOVERING FILES FROM A VOLUME

The files you have copied to your floppy disk or magnetic
tape can be restored to your user area when desired. Using
the example cited above for copying files to a volume, when
recovering these files, the source and destination para—
meters switch values. The SOURCE will now be VOLUME and the
source name ANNUAL. The destination will be DIRECTORY and
DESTINATION DIRECTORY NAME will be the directory on which
you have user space.
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DELETE‘VOLUME‘FILES

FiTes stored on a voTume can be deTeted. However, because a
voTume is a sequentia] set of fiTes, they cannot be deTeted
randomTy. To deTete files on a voTume, an end of voTume is
written at the beginning of the specified fiTe. This wiTT
cause the specified fiTe as weTT as aTT the subsequent
fiTes on the volume to be unavaiTabTe. The parameters for
the DELETE—VOLUME—FILES command are shown beTow:

' __‘éiki_.¢._é€hamé5$.
"

..' _ _ I'é 141:0 _.-_ae1_aea>j;;

The defauTt vaTue of <generation—of—first—fiTe—to—deTete>
is aTT fiTe generations. ManuaT check is mandatory, that
is, you have to confirm that you want to deTete the fiTes
by entering YES or NO from your terminaT.
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3 TAKING BACKUP ON A DIRECTORY

WHAT IS A DIRECTORY

A directory is a set of fiies residing on a mass storage

medium, for example a fioppy disk or a hard disk, and can
be accessed directiy. Oniy one directory is permitted per
fioppy disk. Each directory, however, whether it is on a
fioppy disk or a hard disk, may contain fiIes from one or
severai users. A directory must be CREATED with a name and
ENTERED into the system before it can be used. When a

directory is no Tonger needed, it shouid be RELEASED and

physicaiiy removed from the system. The next time it is

needed, it must be physicaiiy repIaced and entered again.

THE MAIN DIRECTORY

The first directory entered containing SINTRAN III (and

reiated subsystems) is regarded as the main directory. This
directory cannot be reIeased.

THE DEFAULT DIRECTORY

Any directory in the system on a disk can be a defauIt
directory. A user may have space in one or more than one or
aTT of the defauit directories of the system. If the user

has space on more than one defauit directory on the same
system. the directory with the Towest index in which s/he
has space wii] be defauit. To access any of the others, it
is necessary to specify the directory name. If the user

Teaves out the directory name in a fiIe name, the default
directory is assumed.

The system supervisor (user SYSTEM) is responsibie for
entering the main and defauit directories, setting them up
as main or defauTt and creating and aiiocating space to the
different users. End users can create, enter and reTease
directories on floppy disks onTy.

Norsk Data ND—60.250.1 EN
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CHECKING THE LENGTH OF YOUR FILE

Let us say you want to take a backup of the fiie
ANNUAL—REP TEXT. The first thing to do is to check if
ANNUAL—REP:TEXT wiTT fit on one fioppy disk. A fToppy disk
has Timited storage capacity. If you are using a single—
sided/singTe—density fioppy disk it usuaiiy takes 148
fiTe—system pages. A doubTe-sided/doubie—density fioppy
disk takes 610 fiTe—system pages.

Give the command:

@fiihfiafiffi‘l’f'fi-TfiO 4-1 _.- a NAB-I "AN www- A

This command wiii give you various bits of information on
the status of the fiTe. The important piece of information
for you is the number of pages. If it is Tess than 148, the
fiie wiii fit on a singTe-sided/singie-density fioppy disk.
If it has more than 148 pages, and the maximum capacity of
your fioppy disk station is for 148 pages, you wiii have to
copy your fiie on to a VOLUME which extends over more than
one fioppy disk. If, however your fioppy disk station has
the capacity for 610 pages, you couid use a doubTe-sided/~
doubTe-density disk. If your fiie is more than 610 pages
Tong, copying it on a VOLUME provides the best soiution.
Note that indexed fiies need at Teast one page more than
stated in the fiie statistics.

CHECKING IF A FLOPPY DISK HAS A DIRECTORY

One way to find out if a fioppy disk aiready has a direc—
tory or not is by Tooking at its Tabei. Another way to find
out is as foiiows:

First insert the disk into the floppy disk unit. You then
use the command ENTER—DIRECTORY. This command has three
parameters, DIRECTORY NAME, DEVICE NAME and DEVICE UNIT.
Since you do not know the directory name, you can just
write two commas to represent a biank parameter. It is not
necessary to specify the directory name. It is however
necessary to specify the second parameter (in this case

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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FLOPPY—DISC—l abbreviated to F-D-l). Note that the DEVICE
NAME can either be FLOPPY—DISC—l or FLOPPY—DISC—Z, and the
DEVICE UNIT numbers vary from O to 3. If onTy one unit
exists, it has unit number 0. The exampTe beTow shows how
you can use this command:

@ENTERDIRECTO Y? r»-

You can now use the LIST—DIRECTORIES-ENTERED command to
find out the name of the directory on the fToppy disk (see
page 36: TO RELEASE DIRECTORY (UNIT OCCUPIED) for detaiTs
about the LIST—DIRECTORIES—ENTERED command). If the fToppy
disk aTready has a directory, you can jump to ENTER
DIRECTORY. If it does not aTready have a directory, you get
the message: DIRECTORY NOT ON SPECIFIED UNIT. In the Tatter
case you must CREATE a DIRECTORY as expTained beTow.

'HHHHUUHUHHHHHHT
CREATING A DIRECTORY

The foTTowing exampTe shows how you can CREATE a DIRECTORY
on a fToppy disk:

The command has four parameters:

a) First you wiTT be asked for DIRECTORY NAME. Make up one,
preferabTy one which is reTated to the contents of the
fiTe. Remember that you cannot abbreviate here, since
this is the first time you specify the name.

b) The next you are asked is DEVICE NAME. This is a name
that ecusiveTy refers to the fToppy disk controTTer.
Standard names are FLOPPY—DISC—l and FLOPPY—DISC—Z. Ask
your system supervisor for the correct name on your
computer.

c) The next question is DEVICE UNIT. Here you must write
the unit number — which can range from O to 3 (normaTTy
O or 1). Ask your system supervisor if you are not sure.

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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d) The Tast question concerns BIT FILE ADDRESS. It is not
important to know what this means at this stage. You
shoq aTways respond with a ‘J here.

The system wiTT now start creating the directory. This
takes between ha a minute and one minute. A red Tight
near the door of the f10ppy disk unit goes on and off
indicating that the system is working. When the Tight goes
off and you are again at SINTRAN TeveI, the operation is
compTete.

NOTE: FiTP- that existed on the fTOppy disk prior to your
using the CREATE—DIRECTORY command wiIT now be unavaiTabTe.
It is therefore important to TabeT your fioppy disk ciearIy
with DIRECTORY NAME, USER NAME and FILE NAMES so you do not
Tose important fiIes through using this command.

DIRECTORY

The directory on the rppy disk must be entered into
SINTRAN III before it can be used for copying fiies:

The parameters here are the same as the parameters of the
CREATE—DIRECTORY command.

You must now create a user on this fToppy disk using the
foIIowing command:

You need to specify the directory name/f0110wed by the
actuaI user name. The directory name in this exampTe is
ANNUAL and the actuaI user name is P—HANSEN. The user must
aIready exist on the main directory.
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GIVE—USER’SPACE

This command is used for aIIocating space on the fioppy
disk to the user:

In this exampIe the entire capacity of a two sided fioppy
disk is aIIotted to user P—HANSEN.

The fioppy disk is now ready for the actuaI copying pro—
cess. There are two ways of doing this:

a) By using the SINTRAN III command COPY—FILE.

b) By using the BACKUP—SYSTEM subcommand COPY—USERS—FILES.

THE COPY-FILE COMMAND

This command is used for copying one fiie at a time from
one user area to another. It can aIso be used for copying
singie fiies from remote systems.

I
NOTE: You must have READ ACCESS to the source fiie to be

- abie to copy it.

a) The DESTINATION FILE is a new fiIe, so the whoIe fiIe
name must be enclosed in doubIe quotes. You must specify
in brackets that the new fiIe is going to be created on
directory ANNUAL with P—HANSEN as owner. This must be
foiiowed by the name of the fiIe to be copied. In this
exampie it is ANNUAL—REP TEXT.

b) For SOURCE FILE you must write the user name in brackets
foiiowed by the name of the fiIe to be copied. If, how—
ever, you are entered with your own user name, (P—HANSEN
in this exampie), you do not need to specify the user
name. The fiIe name in this exampie is the same as that
of the destination fiIe, that is, ANNUAL—REP TEXT.
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The fiTe is now copied on to the fToppy disk. You can con—
firm this by giving the command:

The output for this command is a Tist of a1] the fiTes that
have been copied to the fToppy disk.

THE RELEASE—DIRECTORY COMMAND

Before you remove the fToppy disk from the fToppy disk unit
you must reTease the directory from SINTRAN III. THIS IS
VERY IMPORTANT! The foTTowing command can be used for doing
so:

If you forget the RELEASE DIRECTORY command, the next user
who tries to use the ENTER DIRECTORY command on the fToppy
disk drive gets the error message UNIT OCCUPIED.

TO RELEASE DIRECTORY (UNIT OCCUPIED)

If you know who Tast used the fToppy disk unit you can
fetch that person's fToppy disk with the correct directory
name, insert it into the fToppy disk unit, and reTease the
directory using the RELEASE—DIRECTORY command.

If however, the unit is occupied and you do not know who
used it Tast, you can find this out by giving the foTTowing
command:
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This will produce a list of directories entered into
SINTRAN III, for example, as shown below:

It is apparent from this list that the unit was last
occupied by the floppy disk having the directory
ADDRESS-LIST. This directory must now be released as
follows:

a) Insert a blank floppy disk (unused or with no direc-
tory). It should, however, have the same format as the
entered directory, that is, 0 if single-sided/single—
density or 17 if double—sided/double—density. Since we
do not know which format the the floppy disk had, we
must find out by trial and error. You could for example
try first with a double-sided/double—density disk. If
you do not succeed in releasing the directory, try with
a single-sided/single-density disk.

b) Release the directory even though the "wrong“ floppy is
in the drive.

fir-aafimoax; NAME _- . . 'usw 3- _
MRECTBRYNOT or": SPECIFIED- UNIIIJ

In spite of this error message (DIRECTORY NOT ON SPECIFIED
UNIT), the ADDRESS—LIST directory is released. It is now
possible to CREATE and ENTER the new directory.
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THE COPY‘USERS‘FILES COMMAND

When you use the COPY—FILE command, onTy one fiTe is copied
at a time to the fIOppy disk. If you have severaT fiTeS
that need to be copied, a more efficient method woq be to
use the COPY—USERS—FILES command of the BACKUP SYSTEM.

Suppose that this time you have a number of smaTTer fiTes
caTIed LETTER—1 TEXT, LETTER—2:TEXT, and so on, which you
want to copy onto a fToppy disk. The method to CREATE and
ENTER the directory, CREATE USER and GIVE USER SPACE is
exactIy the same as described previousTy. After you have
executed these commands, instead of using the COPY—FILE
command, you may now enter the BACKUP—SYSTEM and use the
COPY—USERS—FILES command as shown beTow.

a) When you enter the BACKUP—SYSTEM, it responds by writing
Ba-sy:. You give the command COPY—USERS—FILES.

b) The system then asks for DESTINATION TYPE, and you
answer DIR, because you are going to copy to a
directory.

c) You are now asked for the DESTINATION DIRECTORY NAME.
Write the directory name you have chosen for your
fToppy disk. In our exampTe it is ANNUAL.
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d) The next parameter is the DESTINATION USER NAME, and the
prompt suggests your own user—name as default. Since
you created a user with your own user—name for the
floppy disk too, you may just press «J.

e) You must now answer the corresponding questions for
SOURCE. The source type can be DIRECTORY, VOLUME, or a
parameter file. In this particular example the SOURCE
TYPE is directory, so you type DIR.

f) For SOURCE DIRECTORY NAME you can just press ¢J. This
will give you the default value which is your default
directory name. If you have user space on more than one
directory in the same system, you should specify which
directory you want the files to be copied from (for
example PACK—THREE if you have user space both on
PACK-TWO and PACK—THREE).

g) The SOURCE USER NAME is your own user—name, which is the
default value. It is therefore sufficient to write ‘J.

h) The system now asks for SOURCE FILE NAME. All the files
you want to copy end with :TEXT. You therefore type
:TEXT. (If you just type ¢J, it means all the files on
the source user area.)

i) You are then asked whether you want MANUAL SELECTION or
not. You know that you have several files ending with
:TEXT. If you wish all of them to be copied onto the

~floppy disk you answer N for N0. This will cause all
your files ending with :TEXT to be copied automatically
onto the floppy disk.

If you answer Y for YES, every file ending with :TEXT
will be listed on the terminal, one after the other, and
you must answer Y or N after each of them to say whether
you want to copy them or not.

The third alternative is L for LIST. This will also
automatically copy all the files ending with :TEXT onto
the floppy disk. It will, however, write the name of
each file on the terminal after it is copied.

The last alternative is the command SELECT, which
contains several alternatives. This command is described
in detail in chapter 4.

j) When all the files have been listed and copied, Ba—sy:
will be displayed again on the terminal. Type EXIT to
get back to SINTRAN III.

Normally you cannot copy files opened for write by another
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user. You may, however, copy a continuous file opened for
common write (WC) by opening it for common read (RC) before
entering the backup system.

THE LIST—FILE COMMAND

You may now want to check that the fToppy disk reaTTy
contains the fiTes you have copied to it. You can use the
foiiowing command to confirm this:

@LIISTHET '3' "

EELE NAME rmnflm
duTfiui'y._m.z_

A Tist of the files on the fioppy disk wiTT now appear on
the terminaT.

RECOVERY OF FILES

When fiTes are to be retrieved from the backup to your user
area, onTy the command ENTER—DIRECTORY shoq be given
before the BACKUP—SYSTEM is entered. Note that the SOURCE
DIRECTORY NAME wil] be the name of the directory on the
fioppy disk — in this exampTe ANNUAL. The DESTINATION
DIRECTORY NAME wiii be the directory on which you have user
space.
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4 THE ADVANCED SELECT COMMANDS

H

The SELECT command of MANUAL SELECTION gives you more
advanced seTection criteria for source fiTes.

The foTTowing are some of the criteria avaiTabTe for
seTection when using the seTect command. This Tist is
dispTayed on the terminaT if you write HELP after the
prompt SELECTION:

”
Selection
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The seiection prompts aiiow you to specify various
seIection keys, and to use the Togicai operators AND, OR,
NOT, and parenthesis between the seiection keys. For
exampie, you couId copy a1? the fiIes which were written towithin a given intervaT of time. The foliowing is an
exampIe of how you can use a SELECT command:

sass-By: atom:-—-u-ssas~sattzss4_ .

In this exampIe aII fiIes written to since 3lst December
1985 (inciusive) wiII be copied, with the exception of
fiTes ending in :BRF. Since no Tast date was specified, the
Test date is today. Note that if any fiies have suffixes
starting with :BRF, such as :BRFA, :BRFB, :BRFl and so on,
they wiTT not be copied.

The prompt SELECTION, of MANUAL SELECTION, can be answered
in one of the foIIowing ways depending on the type of back-
up you wish to take.

This means that you wouId Iike to specify the fiIes to be
copied by user name, fiIe name, fiIe type and version
number. The system then asks for FILE NAME. You must
specify a name matching the fiIes to be copied. Directory
names are iTTegaI.
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SOURCE—DIFFERENT‘FROM‘DESTINATION

This command is used to seTect fiTes where the Tast written
date does not match the Tast written date of the corres—
ponding destination fiTe. The command does not have any
parameter. Source fiies with no corresponding destination
fiTe wiTT a1$o be seTected.

sale-6.1311921":
'
game's-em:iaaxamaFaoh-iDESSr-I.Narx.oxiiw-J"~

DESTINATION—FILES—EXIST

This seiection copies fiTes oniy if destination fiTes with
exact matching names exist in advance. The destination type
shoq be directory.

RESEXISW

FILE-ATTRIBUTE

The fiTe attributes you can choose from are ALLOCATED,
CONTIGUOUS, INDEXED, SPOOLING, PERIPHERAL, TERMINAL, or
TEMPORARY. The default value is INDEXED.

rihnteial Tim

WRITTEN‘DATE‘INTERVAL

This seTection aTTows you to define a date intervaT, with
the first and Test dates inciuded in the intervaT. A fiTe
is copied if it is written to within the interva]. When
copying from a VOLUME, the fiTe wiTT be copied if it was
written to the VOLUME within the given intervaT. If the
source type is directory, this seTection shoq be used
together with a Tog fiTe to keep track of which backup
directory or voTume contains the most recent copy of the
fiTes (see page 55: USER—COPY—LOG-MODE).

The first parameter of this subcommand is FIRST DATE. Here
you can write the first date of the intervaT, specifying
the time if necessary. The format is yy.mm.dd:hh.mm.ss.
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Default is no limit. The next parameter is LAST DATE. Here
you may give the last date using the same format as for
FIRST DATE. Default is today's date.

If you press «J after you have written the date, (that is,
you do not wish to specify any time), the system assumes
the whole day for both dates. For example, if the FIRST
DATE is 85.06.15 and the LAST DATE 85.07.15, the files
copied will be from 85.06 15 00.00.00 to 85.07.15:23.59.59.

Selection::gglmTEN+DAIE—1NTERHEL~J
First date " 5 twfitgafiaszeaate>+J
Dash date-" : <writefilaat'dabeé'

READ—DATE—INTERVAL

_séLe¢tiéfi

This selection enables you to select files that have been
read within a specified time interval. The date interval
includes the limits of the interval. This command can only
be used when the source type is a directory.

The first parameter is FIRST DATE and its default value is
no limit. The next parameter is LAST DATE with a default
value which gives today's date. The format for both these
parameters is the same as described for WRITTEN-DATE-
INTERVAL.

FILE—INDEX—INTERVAL

Each file belonging to a user on a directory has an index
number. The file index number is the number output in front
of each file name in the SINTRAN III command @LIST—FILES.
It can also be the file sequence number in a volume. When
used by the MULTIUSER—COPY selection from a directory, the
user and file indexes are combined as follows:

4096 * user index + file index.

The selection FILE—INDEX—INTERVAL permits you to select
files by file index numbers. The first parameter is LOW
FILE INDEX, that is, the lower file index limit. The next
parameter is HIGH FILE INDEX, which is the upper file index
limit. The interval that will be used for the selection
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wiTI incIude the given Timits. The defauTt vaIue for LOW
FILE INDEX is 0 and for HIGH FILE INDEX it is the maximum
index number used.

Sel e-c t'ion : FILE—$141333? INTERVALQ
Low 5f i__le finder "=0” -:' égi-ye the . desired. index number. > w-J
High i=1 Ie index ’ ' :_-'<.;g'-iieje the desired index number) *1

This command is usefuI when copying from a vqme to a
directory. The maximum number of fiTes a user can have per
directory is 256. A voTume however may contain far more
fiTes than this. By using the seIection FILE-INDEX—INTERVAL
you can specify the upper and Tower fiTe indexes thereby
controiTing that not more than 256 fiTes are copied per
directory.

GENERATION—INTERVAL

FiTe generations can be created on voiumes. To copy an
intervaI of source fiIe generations from a vqme you can
use the seIection:

<3 _iewerueeneratibn-number>*4
a Khfipér.Qéfifi:$fiidn;nfifiber>él

The answers to both the parameters LOW FILE GENERATION and
HIGH FILE GENERATION shoq not exceed a maximum of 4
characters. The first parameter is LOW FILE GENERATION and
here you should write the Iowest generation number desired.
The defauTt vaTue is no Timit. The next parameter is HIGH
FILE GENERATION which requires you to give the highest
generation number you wish to be incTuded in the intervaT.
The defauTt vaTue for this parameter is no Timit if the
fiTe generations are numeric, otherwise the Tow fiTe
generation is the defauTt vaTue. The intervaT incTudes the
specified fiTe generations.
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NOT AND PARENTHESIS

The selections described above can be combined by using the
logical operators AND, OR, NOT and parenthesis as shown in
the next example. Each line is terminated by carriage
return, and SELECTION will appear again.

:EigiI..IiE$flTTfiiBUI-Ei INDEXEDA
"a i .

The use of AND between two selection keys demands that both
keys be satisfied. The use of the logical operator OR
between two selection keys demands that at least one of the
two keys be satisfied. NOT used before a selection key
demands that that key should not be satisfied. AND and OR
should always be used between keys. Giving two operators
adjacent to each other results in the last being overruled
by the first. Exceptions are AND NOT, OR NOT and paren-
theses. Selections may also be combined on one line as
follows:

FILE~INBEX-INTERVAL 3,10 3.1

The selection AND will always be evaluated before the
selection 0R. For example:

'- Alfie {SEANBLFTLEQRAME sci! 3

means:

Selection: FILE-NAME A OR ( FILE-NAME B AND FILE-NAME C )‘J

and not:

Selection: ( FILE-NAME A 0R FILE—NAME B ) AND FILE—NAME C¢J
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OTHER SELECTION COMMANDS

of a11 the fiies affected. Your termina] is the defauitH

When you have specified your se1ections, you can get a Tist

I (output fiTe). The command to use is:

I LIST—FILES—SELECTED‘J

;-u. You may aiso have a11 current seiection keys Tisted on the
terminai by using the command:

7-1' LIST-SELECTION‘J
3-H

I
5.“. Fina11y you may delete the compiete seiection or the Tast

specified seiection onTy, by using the commands:
—-l&

j DELETE—CURRENT—SELECTION4J
E-Il' or
.II

DELETE-LAST-KEY¢J
:-II

5-”: When you have compieted the seiection, you can stop the

_ 'SELECTION' prompts by typing the command:
In:

Seiection: EXECUTE‘J
Iii

-w You now get the prompt:

-w Manua1 fiTe check?

-n The answers are:

-“ YES: Ask for manuaT confirmation before each fiie is
copied.

.a:
No: Copy all fiies without manuai confirmation.

.-"

LIST: No manua] confirmation, but the fiie names wi11 be
I“ 1 i sted .

-“ The current seTection wiT] be current in a Tater seTection
I if you do not exit from the BACKUP SYSTEM. Note that user
ur‘ System may dump the BACKUP SYSTEM with a se1ection that

wi11 be current when user SYSTEM Tater uses the BACKUP
'-w SYSTEM with a SELECT command.
I

_u_
|

__f
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5 SERVI CE-PROGRAM-CUF

The SERVICE—PROGRAM—CUF can be used to modify the function
of the copying command. In this manner you can centre] the
way the backup system works. The foiTowing commands are
avaiTabTe in this program:

_§gg“i§jflg§flinatigp'blfififiégg

The foTTowing is a simpTe exampTe of how you can modify the
COPY—USERS-FILE command by using the SERVICE—PROGRAM—CUF:

@BACKUP«S¥5TEM*J

Ba-sy: SERE1CE—Enoon5M—CU?~J
Cuf-serv: COPy-MODE+J

Special mode *' :‘NO—OVERWRITEtJ

Cufnaerv: EXIT¢J

Ba-ay:
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In this example, you enter the SERVICE PROGRAM CUF and
choose the command COPY-MODE. There are several options in
this command. The one chosen in the above example is
NO—OVERWRITE, and it creates new versions of already
existing destination files.

EXIT takes you from the SERVICE PROGRAM CUF level to the
backup system level.

The SERVICE PROGRAM CUF offers a number of special copying
modes for L-king backup. Of these the following are avail—
able to the end user:

This selection has one parameter, SPECIAL MODE, which
enables you to specify the type of copying you want to be
done. The alternatives are as follows:

- COPY‘J The contents of the files are copied. If, however,
the selection MODIFIED-SINCE—LAST-BACKUP is not used, the
object entries containing the file access, dates last
opened and so on, will not be copied. The max byte
pointer is however copied. Contiguous destination files
larger than the source are not shrunk.

- ARCHIVE‘J This selection creates new versions of desti-
nation directory files that already exist. It deletes the
source files after copying if the selection COPY-USERS—
FILES is used. If the MULTIUSER—COPY selection is used,
it will delete the pages of source files after copying is
completed.

- DELETE.J Deletes source files without copying them. When
used with the COPY-USERS-FILES command, you are only
permitted to delete your own files. Note that neither
SOURCE nor destination types may be VOLUME. The SOURCE
must not be remote either. If the DESTINATION-EXPANSION-
MODE is set while deleting files, then the destination
user space is not expanded. 0n the contrary, the space
occupied by the deleted files on the backup directory is
taken away.

— NO-OVERWRITE¢J This parameter requires that the destina—
tion type is a directory. New versions of destination
files that already exist will be created.

— CONTIGUOUS-DESTINATIOMJ This selection causes desti—
nation files to be copied as contiguous.

— INDEXED-DESTINATIONaJ The destination files will be
indexed.
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NOTE: For CONTIGUOUS-DESTINATION and INDEXED—DESTINATION
seiections, both the destination and source types shouId be
directory. If the destination fiies aiready exist with a
wrong attribute, the source fiTe wiTI not be copied.

To reset NORMAL MODE just press :1.

USER—COPY‘LOG—MODE

This command uses a Tog fiIe in your user area for keeping
a record of the fiIes copied. Information about the desti-
nation and source directories, date and time of copying,
and the names of the files copied wiTI be recorded. The
foTIowing exampIe shows how you can use the user—copy—
Tog—mode command:

Ba --'sy': SEHVI C-E- papa-Haw CUF¢J
Cufi-serv: USER—COP'Y-LOGuMOfiEJ

Log. file " : "-'-BACKUP:LoG-“<J
Append apt-ass? 'YES' :

Cfiif age-n: : EXIT *1

Eel-we coay~u.sans-Frtpsd

The first parameter of the USER—COPY-LOG—MODE requires the
name of the log fiIe. For more detaiis about Tog fiIes see
page 65: LOG FILES.

In the second parameter which is Append access, you specify
how the record of copying should be maintained. The defauTt
vaTue is YES. This wiTI cause information to be appended to
the Tog fiTe. That is, each time you take backup using this
mode of copying, information about the files copied (their
source and destination directories, date of copying, etc.)
wiTI be appended to the information aIready existing on the
fiTe. If you answer NO‘J, information wiIT be written from
the beginning of the fiTe. That is, a1] information that
was on the fiIe prior to this backup wiTT be Iost.

The Tog mode is reset by pressing ‘J in answer to the
prompt Log fiIe.
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NOTE: You must not go out of the backup system between
defining the copying mode and using the COPY—USERS-FILES
command. If you do so, the modifications you just made will
not exist the next time the backup system is entered. User
SYSTEM can however use the command DUMP-BACKUP—SYSTEM to
dump the backup system on a file BACKUP—X PROG, where X is
the version number (see page: 117 MASTER—LOG—MODE).

If you have an STC model magnetic tape station, you may
use the selection SET—DENSITY. If you are permitted to
control density while copying, it is normally indicated on
the front panel of your tape station. If it is not
indicated, press the button SELECT-DENSITY so that the
button SOFTWARE—SELECT lights. This selection has three
parameters:

1. DEVICE NAME (mag—tape—l to mag—tape—4)

2. DEVICE UNIT (ranging from 0—3). If only one unit exists,
it has unit number 0.

3. DENSITY (This value can be either 1600 or 6250). You may
choose the density you wish to be set on the tape
station when the tape is positioned at load point.

The selection SET-DENSITY will only have effect if it is
executed while the tape is positioned at the so called
LOAD-POINT. The tape is positioned at this point when you
have mounted it but not yet performed read or write either
to or from it.

If you specify a density while a tape is in the tape
station, it will apply to the tape station until a new
density is selected. It will also apply to the tape that
was in the tape station until it is written to from
LOAD—POINT with another density selection.

In cases where the density on the magnetic tape is
different from the density currently set on the tape
station, the tape station will read the tape in the density
which was used when the tape was written. This is possible
due to the ID—burst positioned at the beginning of the tape
containing information about the density in which the tape
was written.
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___ SERVICE—PROGRAM-CUF

"“ SINGLE-SEARCH
I" This command enabTes you to set a search strategy when

_ copying fiTes from a voTume. This mode is switched on by
-“‘ answering ONeJ to the prompt SINGLE—SEARCH. It means that

"_ copying wiTT end when the first non-matching fiTe is
” encountered after a matching fiTe is found on the source

__ voTume. A voiume is normaTTy searched from the beginning to
“ the end to find a1] the matching fiTes to be copied.

SINGLE—SEARCH operates the same way untiT a matching fiTe
I... . . .

or group of fiies has been copied. The magnetic tape or

- _ fToppy disk remains positioned at the end of the Tast fiTe
A that was copied. SINGLE—SEARCH aTso makes it possibTe to

._. copy a number of different fiies in one pass through the
“

voTume. In order to achieve this, however, the fiTes to be

_r copied shoq occur consecutiveiy in the source voiume.' Note that this command can only be used when the source

_m fiTes are on a voTume.

_m OFFoJ means a1] fiTes found in the voiume wiTT be copied.
SINGLE—SEARCH is thus switched off.

I-

.-

SET‘MATCHING'MODE
.-

This subcommand makes it possibie to restrict the fiies
.m being copied to identicai fiTe names onTy. Permitted

answers to the prompt SET-MATCHING-MODE are ALL, PAR or NO.
.. ALL means that oniy fiTes matching exactTy wiTT be copied.

PAR demands exact matching onTy for fiie names in a para-
.“ meter fiie. N0 wiTT copy aTT fiTes matching the given fiTe

name. If an empty source fiie name is given, aTT fiTe names
.n wiTT be considered as matching it. The foTTowing is an

exampTe of how you can use the SET—MATCHING—MODE subcommand
.m together with a SELECTION:

-'-I

--'l.

'5

.2'

.1

I4

'1'

.1

'i
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In this exampTe aTT fiTes written to since 15th June 1985,
ecuding a1] :BRF fiTes, wiTT be copied. This is a usefuT
seTection if you take a backup of a1] your fiTes reguTarTy.
The first time you take a backup of your fiTes, avoid
seTecting WRITTEN—DATE—INTERVAL. For subsequent backup this
can a usefuT seTection as you need onTy copy fiTes that
have been written to since the Tast backup.

SHRINKING’MODE

This command is very usefuT if the fiTes you wish to copy
contain unused space. The prompt SHRINKING? shoq be
answered YES¢J if you wish to shrink the fiTes. To copy
your fiTes unmodified you must answer N921-

SET’BLOCK‘SIZE‘FOR‘TAPE

This command enabTes you to set the maximum number of pages
in blocks to be written on destination tapes. The prompt
for this command is MAX NUMBER OF PAGES IN DESTINATION
BLOCKS. The answer shoq be a number from 0 to 8. DefauTt
is 0, which means that the system itseTf decides the b10ck
size.
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6 REMOTE BACKUP

The COPY—USERS—FILES of the backup system can aiso be used
for copying between systems that are interconnected via
COSMOS. If you are Iogged in on system A for exampIe, you
can copy fiIes from:

a) System A to system B

b) System B to system A

c) System B to System C

The COSMOS identifier is written after the prompt SOURCE
DIRECTORY NAME if you are copying from a remote system. If
you are copying to a remote system it ought to be written
after the prompt DESTINATION DIRECTORY NAME. If both SOURCE
and DESTINATION are remote, then both are used as COSMOS
identifiers. The COSMOS identifier consists of:

<system>(<remote—user>(<password>)).

Remember that you must have READ ACCESS to the SOURCE USER
and READ and WRITE ACCESS to the DESTINATION USER. In the
foiiowing exampIe the backup system is used for copying
from a remote system to the system you are Iogged in on.

.IU'jEE-H

_
' 'tpry name '_' L:.fmi;1§:)3[.fi—-SM‘1TH[3323'] .Bacxwad- mm ”mm. -- :3. ._ '.- " .:g-._: LETTER-”ZAfEXfi-i‘

I‘3”:t111pméfflifij:f§35.}33?t$43fi1 [R‘Jflh

"' FILE_ 3.; MINI.- {PACK-‘flh-MINI ;;A-§M-I"TH]LET¥TEa-2:-TEx.T;1' *- ' IN'BEXED. 5 PIECES MOB-EIEI-ED: 315-. 11 .1 - ex
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In th1s exampIe MINI 15 the name of the remote system,
A— SMITH 15 the name of the remote user, XYZ 15 the remote
user's password and PACK— THREE 15 the d1rectory on wh1ch
the f11e res1des

You can aIso copy to or from a remote v01ume by Specifying
the COSMOS 1dent1f1cat10n in front of the remote dev1ce
name, for exampIe:

MINI(A—SMITH(XYZ)).FLOPPY-DISC—l
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7 FILE TYPES

LOG FILES

A Tog fiTe is a fiTe which can be used by the backup system
for storing information about the fiTes copied. The foTTow—
ing information is stored on Tog fiTes:

Destination directory or volume name
Source directory or voTume name
Date and time of copying
Names of files copied

Log fiTes can be specified as parameters to the subcommands
USER—COPY—LOG—MODE (see page 55) and MASTER—LOG—MODE (see
page 117) which are avaiTabTe in the SERVICE—PROGRAM—CUF.
If the Tog fiTe has not been created in advance, its name
shouid be enciosed in doubTe quotation marks the first time
it is referred to. The Tog fiTe can be retrieved and
inspected Tike any other fiTe using a word processing
system. It can also be used Tater as a parameter fi1e for
restoring fiTes.

PARAMETER FILES

A parameter fiTe is a fiTe containing the names of the
fiTes or the names of the users of the fiTes to be copied.
Parameter fiies can be specified as source type. OnTy Tines
in the parameter fiTe which contain a Teft parenthesis,
"(”, are treated as fiTe names. The other words are ignored
if not interpreted as user names written in the required
format(see below). The parameter fiTe shoq be found in
the system in which you are Togged in. The source fiTes
named in the parameter file must aTso reside on a direc-
tory.

When using the COPY—USERS—FILES—COMMAND, a1] the files
named in the parameter fiTe wiTT be copied to the same
destination user. You may specify MANUAL SELECTION of
fiTes. The effect wil] be the same as using a COPY command
for each fi1e name in the parameter fiTe. If the parameter
fiTe contains onTy user names, a1] fiTes beTonging to these
users wi11 be copied. The formats of strings accepted as
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user names are the ones identicaT to the output from the
SINTRAN III command @LIST—USERS. That is, strings starting
with a space foIIowed by a coTon and another space, for
exampIe:

PACK—TWO:P—HANSEN

The exampIe beIow shows how you can use a parameter fiIe.

Destinatgbfi. H. .
heat -a @-.H :dfy name -“;T3
IDéstinataen-user name*£AASMI?HJ

IPaEamgtef

fifimbér. M"?- filfis.' €625
Ba-sy:

In this exampIe P-HANSEN is Togged in on system MAXI. He
copies two of his :TEXT fiIes (CHAPTER-ONE and CHAPTER—TWO)
over to system MINI where A—SMITH has user space. The fiIes
he copied are Iisted on a parameter fiIe caIIed FILE—
LIST TEXT and are on P—HANSEN's user area. Output from
LIST—FILES, LIST—USERS, FILE—MANAGER, and LIST—FILES-
SELECTED (of the backup system) as weIT as the Tog fiIe,
may be used as parameter fiIes.

NOTE: When copying in defauIt matching mode, aII fiIes
matching a fiIe in the parameter fiIe wiII be copied. For
exampIe if there are two files FILE-A TEXT and FILE—B:TEXT,
they wiTI both be copied if the parameter fiIe contains
(P-HANSEN)FILE TEXT as a string. The matching mode may be
set by the command SET—MATCHING—MODE (see page 57).
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FILE VERSIONS

Several versions of a file can be created by using the
SINTRAN command CREATE—FILE. The name of the file to be
created should be followed by a semi—colon (;) and a number
which represents the number of versions you wish to create:

If you execute the LIST—FILE command now, you will find
that you have three files on your area having the name
CHAPTER—ONE:TEXT. Each of these files is followed by its
version number, that is 1, 2, or 3.

If you have three versions of a file and do not specify
which version of the file you wish to retrieve, then
version number 1 will be retrieved. When you write the file
back to your user area, it will automatically be written to
the highest version number (in this example 3) which will
now become version number 1. The previous version number 1
becomes version number 2, whereas version number 2 becomes
version number 3. Note that this happens whether you update
a file or not. You should therefore be very careful not to
save a file you have not updated, if you wish to retain
older versions of the file.

Creating several versions of a file can also be considered
as a method of securing backup. If you should accidently
delete or destroy one of the files it can be replaced by
the next version.

NOTE: This is not a backup system feature, but is mentioned
here as it is a method for obtaining extra copies of a
file.
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8 BACKUP FOR THE SYSTEM SUPERVISOR

The System Supervisor is an end user with access to a1] the
commands described in the first part of this manuaT. In
addition, a set of priviTeged commands is avaiiabie exc1u—
siveiy to the System Supervisor. These commands are used
for taking backup of whole disks. Chapters 9—11 describe
these commands in detai].

The System Supervisor has the responsibiiity for taking
backup of all the fiTes in the system. If your machine is
used for a Tot of program deveiopment, it may be necessary
to take backup as frequently as every day. The most usuaT
is to take backup once or twice a week. It is a good idea
to take backup at the same time each week so users know the
machine is unavaiTabTe at this time.

Security increases if you can keep more than one generation
of a backup. These should be kept in a fire and dust proof
cupboard outside the machine or printer room, preferabiy in
another buding.

In genera], the System Supervisor can use one of the
foiiowing methods for taking backup of whoie disks in the
system:

0 Using stand-aione programs
0 Using fiTe system commands
0 Using the Backup System

The choice of method depends both on your needs and the
system configuration.
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9 STAND-ALONE PROGRAMS

#—

In contrast to the backup system which can only be used

when SINTRAN is running, stand—aione programs can be
executed when SINTRAN is stopped or not Toaded. A stand-

aione program can, by itself, controi the CPU and run the

machine.

Stand—aione programs provide a fast method of taking backup

of hard disks. The foTTowing stand—aione programs wiii be
described in this chapter:

DISC—TEMA—H
WINCH—TO-FLOPP
FLOPP-TO—WINCH
MCOPY—TANB
DIR—BACKUP

Before taking a backup of a directory be sure it is not

corrupted. You can do this by using the FILE SYSTEM
INVESTIGATOR which is a stand—aione program used for

checking the consistency of a directory. The FILE SYSTEM

INVESTIGATOR diagnoses errors, but does not correct them.

For more detaiis about this program see:

SINTRAN 111 System Supervisor ND-30.003.06

Before testing a directory with the FILE SYSTEM INVESTI—

GATOR the whoTe system shouid be stopped.

CONTROLLED STOP 0F SINTRAN

1) Log in as user SYSTEM and use the SINTRAN command SET-

UNAVAILABLE to make sure that no new user 1095 in.

2) Use a direct broadcast to aTT terminais that are in use:

@MAI'L‘J
"V-DI'HEC‘ErBROADC-AST
$$$$$FEACKUP IN 5 MINUTES, PLEASE LOG OUT $$$$$
ossse'THeflKs. fiURERVISOfl $$$$$ {brat L)
ifixiwid

' '
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3) Check that no users are iogged in by using the SINTRAN
command WHO.

4) If any users are sti11 iogged in, stop their terminais
as foiiows:

5) Check the status of the RT—programs by using the SINTRAN
command: @LIST—RT-PROGRAMSH‘J

Note that the system RT-programs appear on the top of
the 1ist (they often end with TIMRT). These are foiiowed
by the other RT—programs. If any of these are not
passive, speak to the person responsible for them to
make sure that you do not abort something very impor-
tant.

6) You shouid aiso contact those using the batch-processor:

IF ACCESS is running, that is, if DATA—DICTIONARY is
using the batch—processor, check that no one is using
ACCESS before you execute:

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHIIHHHHIHA

The contents of the spooiing—queue are not iost during a
warm start, but the fi1e currentiy printing is iost.
During a coid start the spooling fiies are emptied and
the contents lost.
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7) CTose the scratch fiTe using the @CLOSE—FILE 100 com—
mand.

8) CTose the SIBAS database as foIIows:

If the DATABASE-STATUS shows that the database is opened
by one or more users, you must first cTose it before
giving the STOP command. Inform aII those using the
database that you are going to cIose it — giving them
sufficient time to compTete what they are doing.

The command FORCE—CLOSE with the parameter -1 cToses
the database for aTI users. For more information about
stopping and starting SIBAS, see the SIBAS II Operator's
ManuaT.

Instead of executing these commands manuaITy, you may
use a mode fiTe, for exampTe the fiTe:

RESERVE—SYSTEM:MODE

which is distributed together with the backup system.

9) Stop SINTRAN III by pressing the STOP and MCL buttons or
use the command STOP—SYSTEM.
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Insert the rppy disk containing the stand—ane program
in unit 0 of FLOPPY—DISC—l and give the foIIowing commands:

SINTRAN is now stopped.

THE FILE SYSTEM INVESTIGATOR

The FILE SYSTEM INVESTIGATOR can be used after SINTRAN is
stopped to check that there are no serious errors in the
fiIe system. If you copy a pack with serious errors, you
risk having a backup which is not usabIe. The check takes
onIy 5 minutes on a 75 Mbyte disk and can be done as
foiiows:

- Put the fioppy disk with the stand-ane program in the
fioppy disk unit 0.

- Type 1560& on the consoIe to load the rppy disk
monitor.

- When the fioppy disk monitor is started, an asterisk (*)
appears on the screen.

— You can now start the FILE SYSTEM INVESTIGATOR as shown
in the foIIowing exampIe:

“-.L.0AD..-. E;_1:EE.5_E5.-si.

DEE: CE. :.:EAME':- jbi-SC-g-‘i'filfiigeiefl
11:1e . ""'“"—-.;"““"'“

This command checks that the fiIe system on the disk is OK.
Remember to give the correct answer when asked for the disk
type. In this exampIe DISC—75MB—1 is the disk type and 0 is
the disk unit.
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OnTine information about the avaiiabTe commands can be
obtained by typing:

>HELP‘J

The foTTowing commands shoq now be executed:

snuueanieficmafi173uea¥+l

I§L§.s=g—usgps.-J_

AEAG37LIST*J
III—HULIUHUUHHUH
Ill

an. These three commands check the consistency of the direc—
tory.

Ill

If E is answered to the prompt which foTTows the command
-. PAGE-LIST, onTy errors wiTT be Tisted. The output wiTT

describe the type of errors and where they are Tocated. The
-- output may be directed to a Tine printer by using the

command:
-

I" ”E.: -Q' * I '3
$5531 Pa NTEaaVL-':II

_- ' s;- __ j.'--:.iixmn'»DEVEI.i_ ._

- 'QENHCE NO : 439T;
)

III

III

_ Information about different variabTes used in the program
" such as the DEVICE NUMBER, can be obtained by using the

command: >PROGRAM-STATUSoJ
III

II

Serious error messages are:

a Page confTict (Refer System Supervisor Chapter 10.3.2)
In“I

a Serious error in bit fiTe (Refer System Supervisor
sq Chapter 10.3.2)

”-1

5"",
Ill
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To correct them you can use:

@TEST—DIRECTORY — Corrects bit—file error

@REGENERATE—DIR — Corrects error in object/user/directory
entry or bit-fiie

WARNING: Do not use TEST and REGENERATE if you have 'PAGE—
CONFLICT' (or 'OUTSIDE-DEVICE—LIMITS'). Both start by
putting zeros in the bit file, and this makes @TEST—
DIRECTORY very dangerous, because no one expects a test to
change the contents of the directory.

These commands when used, must be used together.

If you do not receive any SERIOUS ERROR MESSAGES, insert
the TEST—PROGRAM—DISKETTE with the backup—program.

Make sure that you choose the correct backup program for
your disk type.,The f0110wing is recommended:

0 DISC-TEMA-H for 33/37.5/66/75/288/30/60/90 Mb

0 WITOF for SateIIite

o MCOPY for Cipher, Tandberg, Pertec and STC Mag-tape
drives

0 DIR-BACKUP for Compact

NOTE: These programs are an aIternative to the backup
system and are intended to be used when SINTRAN is not
running.
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DISC’TEMA'H

PRODUCT NAME: Test programs for ND-lOO
ND—NUMBER : 2105230

The program DISC—TEMA is intended to be a service and
maintenance program which can be used for testing and
verifying a disk or a disk system. It has a set of commands
which enabTe you to format, dump contents, change singTe
words, or check parity on disks. It can aiso be used for
copying, comparing, matching and verifying the contents of
two disks. For a detaiied description of this program see:

Test Program Description for ND—lOO,
NORD—IO/S, NORD—lO and NORD—12 ND—30.005.02

This section gives a brief outline of how to use this
program for formatting disks and copying to them.

To format a disk SINTRAN shoq first be stopped as
described on page 75 CONTROLLED STOP OF SINTRAN. Formatting
is done as foliows:

To guard against copying to the wrong disk pack, switch off
aTT drives except the one with the new disk pack.

If there are any error messages, format again. Sometimes an
error message is just a notification that a bad track is
found and that rea110cation has been done. The disk can be
used.
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DISC—TEMA can be used for a1] disks except the 10 Mb
cartridge disks. The foTTowing is an exampTe of how to use
DISC—TEMA for taking backup:

__brs&**sMfi*- nnmfNam-tees“oef,3; gig
)3

If the ”from" disk has a WRITE PROTECTION button, remember
to press it. The disk types used in the H—version of

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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DISC—TEMA are listed on page 84: DISK TYPES.

It is important to test your backup for vaiidity by using
the commands VERIFY or COMPARE. VERIFY compares the
contents of two disk areas by reading them both from the
disk and then comparing them word by word in memory.

COMPARE reads the first disk area and compares it with the
second disk area. The first disk area is read into memory
and then back to the disk interface and the second area is
read to the interface. The comparison is then done on the
interface, not in the memory.

ObviousTy, VERIFY takes more time than COMPARE. It is a
good idea to do compare untiT an error is found and then
use VERIFY on these areas. Continue with COMPARE when it is
again possibIe.

DISC—TEMA has in addition the command MATCH. This means
that COMPARE wiIT be performed as Tong as no error is
found. VERIFY takes over whenever an error is encountered,
and the program returns to COMPARE Tater.

NOTE: When disks have been originaiiy formatted with
reaTTocation of bad tracks, MATCH shouid be used rather
than COMPARE.

If there are no error messages with COPY or MATCH, then the
backup was successfu].

You can now start the system with a warm start.
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The following are the disk types used in the H—version of
DISC—TEMA.

1) VARYING
2) *DISC—75MB—1 28) DISC-4—70MB—1—R
3) DISC—288MB—1-R 29) DISC-4-7OMB-2vR
4) DISC—7OMB—2 30) DISC—70MB-1
5) DISC—288MB—2-R 31} DISC-70MB-2
6) DISC—38MB—1 32) DISC—2-70MB-1—F
7) DISC—38MB—2 33) DISC—2-70MB-2-F
8) DISC—30MB—1 34) DISC-140MB-1-F
9) DISC—60MB—1 35) DISC—140MB—2—F

10) DISC—90MB—l 36) DISC—4—70MB1—F
11) DISC—30MB-2 37) DISC-4—70MB—2-F
12) DISC—60MB—2 38) DISC-288MB—1—F
13) DISC—90MB—2 39) DISC-288MB—2-F
14) DISC—2-75MB—1 40) DISC-6—7OMB-1-F
15) DISC—2—75MB—2 41) DISC—6-7OMB—2—F
16) DISC-3—75MB—1 42) DISC-2—225MB—1-F
17) DISC—3—75MB-2 43) DISC—2—225MB—2—F
18) DISC-21MB-1 44) DISC—450MB—1-F
19) DISC-21MB-2 45) DISC-450MB-2-F
20) DISC—14MB-1 46) DISC-75MB-3
21) DISC-14MB-2 47) DISC-75MB—4
22) DISC-45MB-1 48) DISC-288MB-3-R
23) DISC-45MB-2 49) DISC-288MB-4-R
24) DISC-23MB-1 50) DISC-225MB-1-R
25) DISC-23MB-2 51) DISC-225MB—2-R
26) DISC—16MB-1 52) DISC-74MB—1
27) DISC-16MB—2 53) DISC—74MB-2

* Means the default disk.

WINCH—TO—FLOPP

PRODUCT NAME: SINTRAN III VSE/VSX Utility programs
ND—NUMBER : 2106280

This program copies the directory on SATELLITE/COMPACT
computers onto a set of floppy disks.

When the program has been loaded, it will first print a
heading and then ask for disk type.

You are next asked for the backup date. Answer by typing a
string of not more than 50 characters. This string will be
written to the backup floppy disks and can be checked later
if the backup is copied back to the disk.

The program now tells you how many pages there are on the
disk to be copied, and how many floppy disks you need for
it. The floppy disks referred to here are double—sided/—
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doubTe—density. If they are not formatted, the backup
program wiTT format them. Check that the fioppy disks are
not write protected.

For copying a fuTT 21 Mb disk (SATELLITE/9), 18 fioppy
disks are needed. If the program uses more fioppy disks
than predicted, this means that either the fioppy disks are
not very good, or that the fioppy hardware may be in need
of service. WhiTe copying, the program asks for a new
fToppy disk each time the one being copied to is fuTT. The
fioppy disks wi11 be numbered consecutiveTy starting with
1. The fToppy disk number, the disk directory it was copied
from, and the backup date wiTT be written to each fToppy
disk. It takes about 1.75 minutes to fiTT one fioppy disk
and you wiTT be informed when the Tast disk has been
fiTTed.

FLOPP‘TO—WINCH

This program copies the directory backup from a set of
fToppy disks onto the Winchester disk on SATELLITE/COMPACT
computers.

After the program has been Toaded, it wiTT first print a
heading and ask for the disk type. You wiTT then be asked
to insert one of the backup disks used eariier for taking
backup by the WINCH-TO-FLOPPY program. Any disk wiTT do,
the sequence is of no importance. The program now writes
the number of the fioppy disk, the name of the directory
the backup was taken from, and the backup date. You are
asked to confirm that it is the correct backup. Every time
a new fToppy disk is entered, the same procedure is
repeated. When a1] the disks have been read, the program
stops.
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PRODUCT NAME: SINTRAN III VSE/VSX Utiiity programs
ND—NUMBER : 2106280

MCOPY is a program for copying between disks and magnetic
tapes. This program copies directories on disk to and from
Cipher, Tandberg, Pertec and STC Mag—tape drives. MCOPY
runs under the Test—program Monitor (aithough it is not a
test program itseIf).

NOTE: A backup on mag—tape must be copied back to the same
type of disk that it was copied from.

You Ioad the program as foIIows:

#MAQLA
##15fififi
*Loany'r-icepy

-MAG TAPE - DISK CGPY. HUT 15499. rseéfib§_aue 27. 1985
THE COMMAND-HELP G-IVEES- you A LIST or? THE. comma
>

To obtain a Iist of a1] the commands avaiIabIe in MCOPY
write the foiIowing command:

>LI5T—SPECEAL-CQMMA39§+%

COPYHTO—MAGFTAPE
COPYvFROM+EAG?TA?E
COMPARE~HISK-TAPE
ysxlfrflfi¢lgfiigjflfilfiyr23

.. .
"':L?-h:ffidiiflf:i-i

Hip:p.u..fl

SET.-rm:a.TABEén-Evz-bs'ewMBER
1600-13391 .

'
'.

SYSTEM-COPY __ _
AUTWrIcaeoMPafifi; --
SMEBI‘SKmTYPEF __ .
CHANGEsmEMoRYeBUF5334 '
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THE COPY AND COMPARE COMMANDS

Three of the commands avaiiabie in MCOPY are used to copy
or to compare.

1. One or more directories can be copied from a disk to a
magnetic tape by giving the command: >COPY—TO-MAG-TAPE‘J

. You can copy from a magnetic tape back to a disk by
using the command: >C0PY-FROM-MAG—TAPE‘J

. To compare the contents of one or more directories with
the contents of a magnetic tape you can use the command:
>C0MPARE-DISK-TAPE4J

Each of these commands has a set of parameters requiring
the foiiowing information:

a) If the disk type has not been written previousiy, you
must do so now.

DISK NAME: Diagrams-4+1

b)

DIRECTORIES

The disk type is specified by standard SINTRAN names
(See page 84: DISK TYPES). In this exampie the disk type
is DISC—75MB-1.

If you are using one of the foiiowing disk types -
38/75/288/30/60/90 Mb, you wii] be asked whether you
want the 01d or new directory size:

CREATED BY SINTRAN VERSION E OR LATER ARE A FEW PAGES
SMALLER THAN THOSE CREATED BY VERSIONS A, B, C, D. DO YOU WANT THE
NEW SIZE [VERSION E OR LATER] OR THE OLD SIZE [VERSION D OR EARLIER]?
PLEASE ANSWER OLD OR NEW : NEW4J

c) You are now asked for the unit number:

DISK UNIT [DECIMAL, 0-3] : o‘J

Norsk Data ND—60.250.1 EN
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d) If your disk type is one with muTtipTe directories on
the same unit, for exampTe 10 Mb, 30/60/90 Mb, 2—75 Mb,
3—75 Mb, you wiTT be asked one of the foTTowing
questions depending on whether the system copy is turned
on or off. If the system copy is on you get the prompt:

zameé ABLE QR FIXED ; FikEDwJ--*='' ' ” '-' .QTQJ':.J' r

The first prompt refers to the directory that is to be
copied. It can be either REMOVABLE or FIXED for 10 Mb
and 30/60/90 Mb. The second prompt asks for the subunit
and appTies to disks with more than one subunit (for
exampTe 60/90 Mb, 2—75 Mb, 3-75 Mb).

The user is then asked about the magnetic tape unit:

afipgmfifia;muzr {as Imai,‘6%31 : gag

If the system copy is turned off, and your disk type is
one with muitipTe directories on the same unit, the
program asks for fiTe number on the tape:

we;Tgfifi.."F3_1"':.;E;:;-:.i§:u-HBBR [gnh‘jq;i;:mA_L... 0—995]: 2;_-J_

If you have copied several directories to a tape by
giving fiTe number, it makes it easier to seTect one
specific directory Tater if you want to copy it back to
a disk. Remember that the first fiTe on the mag—tape is
fiTe number 0.

After you have answered a1] the prompts, before starting
any copy/compare operation, the user is asked: OK?

If you answer YES the copy/compare operation is started.

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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CHANGING DISK TYPE AND MAG‘TAPE DEVICE NUMBER

The commands are:

0 SET—MAG—TAPE—DEVICE—NUMBER
o SET-DISK—TYPE

These commands are used to change the the va1ues of
mag—tape device number or disk type. When a copy/compare
command is given, the program checks if the disk type has
aTready been given, for exampTe, in connection with an
earTier copy/compare Operation. If the disk type has been
given, the program wiTT continue to use this disk type
untiT it is explicitiy changed by using the command:

When the program is started, it assumes that the mag—tape
drive is connected to mag-tape controiier 1, device number
520 octaT. This may be changed by giving the command:UHHUUHHUUUUUHHHH

Mag—tape drives connected to mag-tape controTTer 2 have
device number 530 octaT.

CHANGING THE MODES OF THE PROGRAM

The commands are:

SYSTEM—COPY
AUTOMATIC-COMPARE
1600-BPI
SINTRAN—BLOCK—SIZE

These commands are used to turn on/off (set/reset) speciaT
features of the program. The reTevant feature (mode) is
either turned off or on depending on what state it was in
previousiy. When such a command is given, the program wi11
answer whether the reTevant feature is turned off or on.
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For example if you asked for: >SYSTEM-COPYaJ — if it was
off, it will now be turned on. This is confirmed with a
message which is displayed on the terminal: SYSTEM COPY
TURNED ON

To turn the SYSTEM—COPY off use exactly the same command,
that is, SYSTEM—COPY. The program responds by displaying:
SYSTEM COPY TURNED OFF.

1. AUTOMATIC COMPARE

When the program is started, automatic compare is turned
on. This means that after each copy operation the program
will automatically do a compare. When copying directories
occupying multiple reels of tape (for example a 75 Mb
directory on 1600 BPI), the program will compare each reel
of tape after it has been copied. You thus avoid the
trouble of having to mount each reel of tape twice. The
automatic compare can be turned off by giving the command:

2. SYSTEM COPY

With disk types having multiple directories on the same
unit, it is possible to copy/compare multiple directories
using the command SYSTEM—COPY. This mode is initially
turned off. It can be turned on by giving the command:
>SYSTEM—COPY¢J. The program responds by displaying on the
terminal SYSTEM COPY TURNED ON.

3. SETTING THE BPI MODE

The STC mag-tape drive may record data on magnetic tapes in
either the 1600 BPI or 6250 BPI mode. The mode is initially
set in 6250 BPI, but this may be changed by giving the
command:

noon-13pm _
1.1600 BPI TURNED ON

Recording the data in 1600 BPI mode makes it possible to
read the tape on the Pertec mag—tape drive.
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If you have a Cipher mag-tape drive, recording may be done
in a 3200 or 1600 BPI mode. The mode however muSt be set
manuaTTy by the user.

4. SETTING SINTRAN BLOCK SIZE

The record size on tape is usuaiiy set at more than 1K
(1024) 16 bit words (that is, more than one page). This
enabies a more efficient use of the tape. The command
SINTRAN—BLOCK—SIZE can however be used to set the record
size on tapes to exactTy one page each. The purpose of this
command is to enabTe the user to copy from tape to disk
whiTe SINTRAN is running. The SINTRAN command COPY-DEVICE
is used for such copying.

SINTRAN biock size is initiaTTy turned off.

WARNING: It is not possibTe to recover directories that
occupy more than one reel of tape when using the
COPY—DEVICE command. Note aiso that setting record size to
one page Teads to inefficient utiiization of the tape. In
addition, it aiso makes the copy/compare operation siower.
The command SINTRAN-BLOCK-SIZE should therefore oniy be
used if absoTuteTy necessary. The command is used as
foiTows:

MOVING THE MEMORY BUFFER

The command CHANGE—MEMORY—BUFFER-ADDRESS wiTT move the
memory buffer used by disks and mag-tapes. InitiaTTy, the
buffer is in memory bank 0. This command CAN ONLY be used
when the disk controiier (controTTer 2 or 3) is connected
to the muitiport memory via its own muTtiport channeT, and
is not abie to see the Tocai ND—100 memory. When this
command is issued, MCOPY wiTT report the present bank
number (a memory bank is 128 Kbyte) and ask for another.
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DIR'BACKUP ‘ THE STAND—ALONE STREAMER BACKUP PROGRAM

This program copies up to a 75 Mb disk from the disk system
to the tape, starting from page 0 on the disk. The first
page of the tape contains information about the backup
date, which disk unit the backup was copied from and the
number of pages. You wiTT also get CPU information and the
version of the backup system.

If backup is taken daiTy, the read/write heads shoq be
cieaned once a week. If backup is taken weekTy, cTean the
heads once a month. For details on how to ciean the read/—
write heads see the Operator manuaT for your machine type.

Streamer backup shoq onTy be taken by the system
supervisor. DIR—BACKUP, the program which is used for
taking streamer backup when SINTRAN is not running, is
described in greater detai] in:

ND—IOO COMPACT Operator Guide ND—30—031-02

In order to Toad the program for taking streamer backup,
the operating system shoq first be stopped as expTained
on page 75: CONTROLLED STOP 0F SINTRAN.
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COPYING FROM A DISK TO A STREAMER TAPE

After the system has been stopped, insert the fioppy disk
with the backup program into FLOPPY—DISC—l, UNIT 0, and

g

Toad the program as foiiows:

”#215696‘4—1

*n‘zganfic-Kugd
:a-zwzgggggggggg; fi_a:'_=t::§§_q§fa=_:r-a=_rfla== = :1: :=-=====z._=;=:KH-_=a~=w

=2. Dlrecto y.backup for

Wagcmdggagna, 1986

The backup program is now Toaded so you may remove the
fioppy disk from the disk drive. A heading with the titTe
of the program, the date and the time wii] be written on
the console terminaT as shown in the exampTe above. Insert
the cartridge in the streamer drive as shown in figure 8.
Remember that each backup recording requires one cartridge.
The onTy exception is'a 75 Mb disk which requires two
cartridges.

If you wish to change the defauTt vaiues of the program,
you shoq first execute the MODE command as shown beiow.
ATternativeTy you may execute the backup command directTy‘

. mound
'

idem:
GR nhi=ng on a_3areen terminal a .

” Restart SINT' N after backup i:.y;lqp _ _ 4_4
. ECGmpare after copy r;..,;r.3 " mTYESXNo}:_YES+3
H:-Abort whén- compa-he-e.rror r7,,t . [Yes/Nal}.N0:3

gDisafila ESQ functann r.[...,_ _ (YesXNol: Nflza
s-yst-em name or number ....r.7,.- ....... ......... :JNNot defined +3

A11 the questions in this program are provided with defauit
answers. If you just press *J, the defauit answer is
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dispiayed. If you do not wish to use the defauit vaiue, you
may type in a new answer. Each time you change the answer,
the new answer you give becomes the new defau1t va1ue. When
you terminate the program and start again, the originai
defau1t vaiues are reset.

Open the S1ide the Ciose
door by cartridge the door.
pushing in as shown
the knob. unti] it

stops.

Grip the cartridge firmiy
with one hand and push it
in unti] it stops.

Fu11y inserted cartridge.

Figure 8. How to insert the cartridge into streamer drives.
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The backup command is as foiiows:

To get a 1ist of the disk types, you may just write HELP‘J
after the prompt DISC NAME. DISC-45MB—1 is the defauit
va1ue and is marked with an asterisk.

You may now press CTRL + V, that is press CTRL and V

simuitaneousiy, to see how many pages are copied. If you do

this, you wi11 get this message:

co2=> Fages mpxeat lt're-a r xxxxxx

“UUUUUUUULIUUHU'IJflflfluuuuuuuuunuu When copying is compiete, you are informed and the program
goes on with the compare procedure.
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fie fihhimM{35 -End.of volume =5

.%E__..§-hh:;§32nit'$s :fiqiegare diefic and streamer m:

Egg-d a 90-1 u‘m'e

When the prompt > occurs, the backup is compieted.

To take backup of a 45 Mb disk using the COMPARE command
takes about 20 minutes. The COMPARE command performs the
same function as "compare after copy" in the MODE command.
It compares the contents of the cartridge with the contents
of the disk it was copied from.

If the backup was unsuccessfu], for example, because you
did not insert a cartridge, the foilowing message is
written on the termina]:

ire {Yea/”033:1

Or if you try to copy to a write protected cartridge:

WRITE PROTECTED cartridge installed
Ready with streamer tape [Yes/No]: Y+J

A fatai error gives the foilowing message:

auBAC44=) FATAL ERROR, operation aborted. Time hh:mm:ss
m:======> Failing on : DISC
====2==w>'flardware status = 1714308. ==> Addrese mismatch
)
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The octaT number 1714303 and the partiaTTy decoded message,
Address mismatch, vary depending on the type of error you

g

have.

If you get the foHowing decoded message:

== >BAD CARTRIDGE
-I" you shoq try to c1ean the read/write heads and, if

'...A necessary, insert a new cartridge.

I

L, HOW TO LABEL THE STREAMER TAPE

I After taking backup it is important to TabeT the cartridge'
c1ear1y for Tater reference. Figure 9 shows how the TabeT

--, shoq be attached.

.*
I

WARNING: Do not piace the TabeT on the cartridge's meta]
.. pTate.

J-I

In

'Ifl

m FASTENING THE LABEL

.l

LI'!

mi!

.-1

1'!

.1

.fl‘

:ll‘
DO NOT fasten the TabeT to the meta] pTate on the

3-. underside of the cartridge. The thickness of the TabeT
wi11 be sufficient to bring the cartridge out of its

_-._ correct position, so that the tape wiTT be positioned
= ' too high with respect to the read/write heads.

.II'T“.

I-«

Figure 9. How to Tabe] the cartridge.

5...
_.

'
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COPYING FROM THE STREAMER TAPE BACK TO THE DISK

To restore information from the streamer tape to the disk,
the RECOVER command of DIR-BACKUP may be used:

WARNING: Information restored to a disk by using the
RECOVER command is written over any previous information
that may be present on the disk. This means that a1]
information that was present on the disk is Tost after the
RECOVER command is executed. There is no way of protecting
against this.

The RECOVER command is very simiTar to the BACKUP command.
The foTTowing is an exampTe of how to use it:

flflflfiflnflflflflflflnnfinnnnnn-nnflnnnnnI
NOTE: Comparing is onTy performed if specificaTiy asked

. for, either through the MODE command or by using the
COMPARE command.
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THE WRITE PROTECTION OF THE CARTRIDGE

You can protect existing data on
a cartridge from accidenta1 over—
write by turning the write protect
p1ug to the SAFE position. This
prohibits writing on any track

Writing prohibited

Figure 10. The write protection of the Cartridge.
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COMMANDS AVAILABLE IN THE STAND—ALONE PROGRAM — DIR-BACKUP
The foiiowing commands are avaiiabie in the streamer backupprogram:

MONITOR COMMANDS PARAMETERS

>EXPLAIN—COMMAND<J <Command (def.(defau1t) PROGRAM PURPOSE)>

>LIST—SPECIAL—COMMANDSJ <Command (def. PROGRAM COMMANDS)>

"nnfiflnnflflnnnnnnn;

>HELP«J <Command (def. ALL COMMANDS)>

>TERMINAL—MODE<J <Capita1 1etters (def. current)>
<De1ay after CR (def. current)>
<Stop on fu11 page (def. current)>
<Log out on missing carrier (def. current)>

>EXIT<J

>PRINT—N0TE‘J (Note (def. ALL)> No notes exist.

>UPDAT<J (Minute (def. 0)>_
<Hour (def. 0)>
(Day (def. 0)>
(Month (def. 0)>

”3(Year (def. 0)> '>DATCL+J
B:

> PROGRAM-STATUS J
E:

>BACKUP¢J <To STREAMER system (def. 1))
=(Unit (def. 0)> '

(From DISC—NAME (def. DISC-45MB—1)>
=<Unit (def. 0)>

>REC0VER+J (To DISC-NAME (def. DISC—45MB—1)> C
<Unit (def. 0)>

=<From STREAMER system (def. 1))
(Unit (def. 0)>

‘::
>C0MPARE<—I (DISC-NAME (def. DISC—45MB—1)>

=<Unit (def. 0)>
<STREAMER system (def. 1))

=(Unit (def. 0)>

>RESTART—SINTRAN<—l (DISC—NAME) (def. DISC—45MB-1) =<Unit> (def. 0)
I::

>MODE«J <Running on screen terminai (def. current)>
<Compare after copy (def. current)>
<Abort when compare error (def. current)>
<Abort on ESC (def. current)>
<System name or number (def. current)>
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Two SINTRAN III commands can be used for taking onIine
backup of the compIete system.

ATI fiIes in the source directory can be copied onto the
destination directory by using the foIIowing command:

ND BACKUP USER GUIDE 103
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— _—

@COPY—DIRECTORY <destination directory name>,
<source directory name>«J

The users and the fiIe names wiII be the same in the
destination directory as in the source directory. The
destination directory shouId be empty when the command is
given, that is, the directory shouId be created but no
users or fiIes shouId exist. The destination fiIes wiII be
reorganized, thus giving more contiguous space. AIIocated
fiIes wiII be created but not copied.

To copy aII the pages from the source device to the
destination device, the foIIowing command can be used:

@COPY-DEVICE (destination device name>,
<source device name)¢-l

This command can be used on devices such as disk packs,
magnetic tapes and rppy disks. Note that the destination
device must not be an entered directory.

The SINTRAN III commands are onIy avaiIabIe to user SYSTEM.
When taking backup of a disk pack or magnetic tape, the
users of these devices shouId be informed. You couId, for
exampTe, inform them through the MAIL system that they
shoq stop using these devices. If the disk pack has a
main directory, then no one shouId use the system at aII.
Make sure that there is no activity on the system before
you start the backup. When these commands are used on
fToppy disks, these precautions need not be taken.
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11 THE BACKUP SYSTEM

#

The BACKUP SYSTEM offers a variety of faciiities for
copying fiies to and from disks, fioppy disks, and magnetic
tapes. Part I of this manuaT describes in detaii the
commands in the backup system which are avaiiabie to a1]
end users. In this section, commands and subcommands that
are reserved for user SYSTEM onTy wiTT be described. These
are:

0 MULTIUSER—COPY
o MODIFIED—SINCE—LAST-BACKUP
o RECREATE—FILES-AND—USERS and
0 Some commands of the SERVICE—PROGRAM-CUF.
o DEVICE-COPY

To use the backup system, you must first enter the system
by writing:

W—BHHHHHflHHHHHUH Qfiagxuee8$§i§fi”“'

MULTIUSER‘COPY

The MULTIUSER—COPY is a command which is used for copying
fiies beionging to severe] users on the same directory.
OnTy user SYSTEM may use MULTIUSER—COPY to copy fiies to a
directory. A11 end users may, however, use the command
MULTIUSER—COPY to copy fiies to a voTume provided they have
the necessary fiTe access.

Like the COPY-USERS—FILES command, the MULTIUSER—COPY aiso
has subcommands to describe the source and destination.
Directory information such as FILE ACCESS, LAST DATE OPENED
FOR READ, LAST DATE OPENED FOR WRITE, CREATION DATE and MAX
BYTE POINTER is copied from the source fiTe to the desti—
nation fiTe. For user SYSTEM, and for those with directory
access to the source, the Test date OPENED FOR READ and
number of times OPENED wiTT not be updated on the source if
taking incrementai backup (see page 109: MODIFIED-SINCE—
LAST-BACKUP). The foTTowing exampie shows how aTT the fiies
on one directory can be copied to a directory on another
disk using the MULTIUSER—COPY command:
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The DESTINATION TYPE can be either DIRECTORY or VOLUME.
OnTy user SYSTEM is a110wed to specify DIRECTORY as
destination type. The DESTINATION DIRECTORY NAME in this
exampTe is BACKUP49. It has been CREATED and ENTERED, but
is otherwise empty. The DESTINATION—EXPANSION—MODE shoq
be set in advance so users are automaticaTIy aiiotted the
space required to copy their fiTes. Note that it is not
permitted to specify the name of a remote directory as
destination type.

If you are copying between directories where the desti-
nation fiTes aTready exist, the source and destination date
for LAST OPENED FOR WRITE are checked. If the destination
is written to Tater than the source, you wiTT be asked
whether the copying is taking piace in the right direction.

The SOURCE TYPE can be DIRECTORY, VOLUME or PARAMETER—FILE.
For detaiTs on how to use parameter fiTes, see page 65.
Since the prompt SOURCE USER NAME is answered with just ¢J,
which is equivaTent to an empty user string, aTT fiTes wiTT
be copied. An empty user string matches aTT user names.
However, fiTes opened for write on the source directory
wiTT not be copied. You must check that enough of space is
avaiTabTe for a1] fiTes to be copied. The BACKUP SYSTEM
wiTT create aTT the necessary fiTe names.

If you seTect DESTINATION—EXPANSION—MODE in the SERVICE
PROGRAM CUF (see page 118). users who do not exist in
advance on the destination directory are created, and they
are automaticaTIy given pages.
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The prompt MANUAL USER CHECK can be answered in one of the
foIIowing ways:

YES: Stop for manuaT confirmation at each new user
N0 : No confirmation requested
LIST: No confirmation, but aTI users wiIT be Tisted

The prompt MANUAL SELECTION has the same options as for the
COPY—USERS—FILES command, that is YES, NO, LIST or SELECT.
The seTections avaiTabIe under the subcommand SELECT, (see
page 43: THE ADVANCED SELECT COMMANDS), can aIso be used
by user SYSTEM in combination with the MULTIUSER—COPY
command.

in
J

3i

2.:

LIST is the defauTt vaTue.
i

MODIFIED'SINCE—LAST‘BACKUP

This seIection criterium is normaTIy restricted to user
SYSTEM. It can however be made avaiIabTe to aIT end users
if user SYSTEM in the SERVICE-PROGRAM—CUF seIects USER-
INCREMENTAL-MODE, which is then dumped on the file
BACKUP-HzPROG. Only those files which were modified since
the Tast backup was taken using this seIection criterium
can thus be copied. It shoq be used with a Tog fiIe to
keep track of which backup directory or volume contains the
most recent copies of the files. The source type must be
directory.

If copying to a directory in this incrementaT mode, and if
the COPY—MODE is not set to OVERWRITE-INCREMENTAL, new V
versions of the destination fiies are created, if the
source fiTes were modified since the Tast backup was taken.
Backup copies are taken to these new versions to avoid
overwriting older backup generations. OIder destination
versions higher or equaI to the new versions are given
higher version numbers automaticaTIy.

If a Tog fiIe is not used, the modified status of the
source fiTes is not reset, and new versions of existing
destination fiTes are not created. 01d backup generations
are thereby overwritten.

When copying in the DESTINATION—EXPANSION—MODE, the desti—
nation user will get the space required for the destination
fiTes.
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RECREATE-FILES—AND—USERS

This command can be used to create destination fiTes and
users Tisted in a parameter fiTe. The fiTes created by
using this command are indexed fiTes. Note that these fiTes
are created as empty files, that is, no information is
copied onto them. The command has four parameters:

RECREATE—FILES-AND—USERS (Destination directory name>
<Parameter fiTe name> <Manua1 user check?>
<Manua1 fiie check?>

You cannot use a parameter file to seTect fiies from a
voTume on magnetic tape. You can, however, use the
parameter fiTe to RECREATE—FILES—AND—USERS on an empty
directory, and then use the selection DESTINATION—FILES—
EXIST when copying from the v01ume. The service command
DESTINATION—EXPANSION shoq be used to give each user the
appropriate space to contain the fiTes.

Note that the destination directory must not be remote. The
fiTe and user names Tisted in the parameter file must not
be remote either.
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addition, a backup of a1] modified fiTes is taken daiTy.
The backups are taken on disks which are kept for two
weeks.
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INCREMENTAL BACKUP — EXAMPLES AND WARNINGS

Figure 11.iTTustrates an exampTe of incrementaT backup. A
compTete backup of a1] fiTes is taken each week. In

.|

I

a.
’m

'._. INCREM. —> INCREM. -—>—-
I _ . __ BACKUP BACKUP
= FRIDAY MONDAY TUESDAY *
--i 4‘
”-1

... CGMPL —H INCREN —> INCREM. —>—BACKUP ' BACKUP BACKUP

.I FRIDAY MONDAY TUESDAY
-l LAST BACKUP
.:-.

.. DIRECTORY
IN USE

.I'

'I'

Figure 11. An exampTe of incrementaT backup.
m.

New directories shoq be created both for the compTete
II directories and each incrementaT directory. Thus aTT o

fiTes are deTeted.
II

If you use the BACKUP—SYSTEM to take a compTete backup, you
ll shoq use the redundant manuaT seTection:

.n MODIFIED-SINCE-LAST—BACKUP

Ii 0!"

.1 NOT MODIFIED-SINCE-LAST-BACKUP

., This wiTT reset the MODIFIED—SINCE—LAST—BACKUP status of'
the modified fiTes. This method of taking a compTete backup

.fl requires some hours, for exampTe 2—3 hours for a 75 Mb
directory pack. It can, however, be run whiTe others use

__. the computer, that is you do not need to stop SINTRAN.
FiTes opened for write during backup wiTT not be copied.

.-!
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Backup can be taken much faster by using the stand—alone
program DISC—TEMA or the backup system command DEVICE—COPY.
These methods, however, should not be used the first time
you take backup of a device, as they do not reset the
modified status of the files that are copied.

You should use a log file to keep track of which backup
generation has the most recent backup. This is useful when
a user wishes to recover files. The log file should be
placed on the source directory and opened by APPEND ACCESS
when taking incremental backup, thus accumulating the
information during a week. The first incremental backup
after a complete backup should, howewer, not be opened with
APPEND ACCESS. The log file should only be initialized.

In the example above, there should be two log files, one
for each week. The log file should be closed and copied to
the destination at the end of each incremental backup. If
you do not use a log file, the modified status of the files
will not be reset. You may log to the terminal if you want
to reset the modified status without keeping the log file,
for example, when taking a complete backup.

The method of creating a new directory for each incremental
backup involves a wastage of space on these directories,
since only a small fraction of files are normally modified
since the last backup. In this way there may be a lot of
backup disks to maintain. One may save space by accumula-
ting several generations on the same incremental backup, as
explained in the next section.

MULTICYCLE

You may save space on the incremental backups by using them
several times between each complete backup. A new directory
should be created only when used the first time after a
complete backup. In the incremental mode, the BACKUP—SYSTEM
avoids overwriting older generations of the files by
creating a new version of the destination file. The file is
copied to the new version.

Older generations will then get higher version numbers, and
they may be a bit difficult to recover as their version
numbers will be higher than the version numbers written in
the log file. The files, in such cases, can be selected by
a WRITTEN—DATE—INTERVAL selection. To recover the latest
generation of each file you only have to select the first
version.

You may also use the same incremental backups for several
directories, for example, all the directories on one
computer.
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WARNING: Each user, in such cases, should not have files on
more than one of these directories. Such files, with equal
names and users on different directories, will be copied to
different versions on the backup, and thus they will be
difficult to recover. Note also that this method is not as
reliable as the single—cycle method. If you destroy an
incremental backup, you may destroy several generations of
the same file. In the worst case, there may be no genera—
tion of the file on the other incremental backups.

DIRECTORY RECOVERY

If you want to recover the complete directory, you should
use the most recent complete backup and copy all the later
incremental backups to it. If you do not want to recover
the files deleted or renamed since the last complete
backup, you may do as follows:

For each incremental backup, list all the files on the
source directory to a file on the destination. This may be
done by using the selection command LIST-FILES—SELECTED
before specifying any selections. Copy both the incremental
backup and the complete backup to an empty directory using
the file list as a parameter file.

If you start recovery using the most recent incremental
backup, the BACKUP-SYSTEM will ask if you are copying in
the right direction when you reach an older generation of a
file that is already recovered. You may answer that you
want to skip such files. You may thus recover only the last
generation of each file.

Recovery to an empty directory by using a parameter file,
instead of the last complete backup, has some disadvan—
tages. You must manually, or by a mode file, give each user
the proper extra space. The users must also restate their
password, default file access, and friend access as this
information is not stored on the backup. You may also need
to patch the dates in the user entries.

BACKUP TO, AND RECOVERY FROM VOLUMES

If you are taking backup on magnetic tape, you should use
the selection command LIST—SELECTED—FILES to create a list
of all files and users on the source directory. When
restoring the copied files to an empty directory, you may
use the backup system command RECREATE—FILES—AND—USERS,
using the list from the last backup as a parameter file.
This will create empty user areas and files on the
directory. The selection command DESTINATION—FILES—EXIST
can be used to recover only the files created. Thus you
will avoid restoring deleted files. In addition, the
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seiection command DESTINATION—EXPANSION shouid be used to
give each user the appropriate space to ho the fiies.

To produce the Tist fiTe on the voiume, oniy produce it on
the source directory as for directory backup, and copy it
to the voTume for each incrementaT backup generation, To
use it as a parameter fiTe to RECREATE—FILES—AND-USERS,
copy it back to the directory.

RECREATING EMPTY USERS

When recovering to an empty directory from directory or
voiume backup, by means of a list fiTe as suggested above,
you wiTT not recover users with no fiies on the main
directory. To avoid the manuai recreation of these users,
you may generate a user fiTe Tist on the backup by the
SINTRAN command LIST—USERS. This fiTe may Tater be used as
a parameter fiTe to the backup command RECREATE—FILES-AND—
USERS to create the users. You stiTT have to give user
space and so on.

UPDATING BACKUP DIRECTORIES

Instead of taking incrementaT backup by the seiection
MODIFIED-SINCE-LAST-BACKUP, you may use the seTection
SOURCE-DIFFERENT-FROM-DESTINATION. This wiii copy fiTes
which are not aiready equai on source and destination
directories, inciuding the cases where the destination
fiies do not exist in advance. This is one way of updating
your backup directories. A fiTe which has been modified
wiii be copied to aTT the backup directories in turn, and
not oniy to the first backup after the modification.

If you use this method, you do not need to maintain a Tog
fiTe to keep track of which backup contains the most recent
modification. The recovery of fiies becomes simpie, as it
may be taken oniy from the Tast backup. It therefore
becomes unnecessary to take compiete backup very frequen—
tiy.

Oider versions of fiTes on the destination are, however,
overwritten when this method is used unTess you specify the
mode preventing overwrite of oider versions.

FiTes deieted on the source directory wiTT not be deTeted
on the destination. Thus, the backup directory may get fuTT
even though the source directory is not fuTT. You can avoid
this if you exciude for instance :OUT fiies, etc. when
taking backup. Aiternatively, you couid start with a new
disk pack when a backup directory is fiTied.

The COPY—MODE command, DELETE, can be used to deiete fiies
on the backup pack which are deieted on the source. The
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backup pack is first used as source, and the directory you
wish to copy, as destination. The unwanted files on the
backup are deleted using the selection NOT DESTINATION—
FILES—EXIST. If DESTINATION—EXPANSION—MODE is set while
deleting the files, no destination user space is expanded.
On the contrary, space occupied by deleted files on the
backup directory is taken away:

5 ---¢rs.=ps:'-i-ng '2 :- XES «i

The files which are deleted from the backup pack will now
be listed on the terminal.

WARNING: Remember to turn off the DELETE MODE before you
start copying from the directory to the backup pack. If you
forget, you risk deleting files from the directory. You
return to the NORMAL MODE (that is, you turn off the DELETE
MODE) as follows:

3a; aw.- Santana_—-EHoe-am-cup-J_
_ caress-me. COPY-MODE“

5966191 mode: 51

Cuf—sérv:-EXL$¢J

Ba~sy:
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If you do not exit the backup system after deieting fiies,
the DESTINATION—EXPANSION-MDDE wi11 sti11 be current when
you start copying to the backup pack. If you exit the
backup system, remember to set the DESTINATION—EXPANSION—
MODE before you start copying to the backup pack.

You may now copy from the directory to the backup pack as
foiiows:

'
: Lianne-£5553
:33; 'a' '- 7

Fi1es which were modified since the backup on BACKUP-TWO
was taken wiii now be copied. You thus get a backup copy
which is identica] to the source.

If you use the command RECREATE—FILES-AND-USERS, or
MULTIUSER—COPY to copy to a directory or deiete fiies on a
directory, the backup system version H wii] check that the
directory you want to create, copy to, or deiete from is a
backup directory. If the directory is defined by SINTRAN as
a defauit directory, it is not considered as a backup
directory. You wiii then be asked if you rea11y want to do
what you have specified.

SYSTEM COMMANDS IN THE SERVICE—PROGRAM‘CUF

The SERVICE—PROGRAM-CUF consists of a set of subcommands
for changing the defauit va1ues and copying modes of the

backup system. In this section, on1y those subcommands that
are reserved for user SYSTEM are described in detaii. Note
that a11 modifications made in the backup system by using
the SERVICE—PROGRAM-CUF can be made permanent by using the
command DUMP-BACKUP-SYSTEM, as described in the next
section.
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DUMP’BACKUP‘SYSTEM

This subcommand is used when you have changed the defauit
vaiues and copying mode of the backup system, and wish to
make these changes permanent. The execution of this command
causes the modified backup system to be dumped on the fiTe:

BACKUP—H:PROG

This fiTe must exist before a dump command can be executed.
It shouid aiso contain a copy of the originaT :PROG fiTe
before dumping to it. The file can beiong to any specified
user. The subcommand has only one parameter:

DUMP—BACKUP—SYSTEM (PROG user name)

You must specify the name of the user where the :PROG fiTes
are kept. The defauit user name is user SYSTEM.

MASTER‘LOG‘MODE

The command MASTER-LOG-MODE is used for seiecting a copying
mode in which the names of the fiies copied, the date of
copying, the destination and the source can be stored in a
Tog fiTe. For detaiis on Tog fiies see page 65. This
command has two parameters:

MASTER—LOG—MODE <Master Tog fi1e> <Append access?)

In the first parameter you need to specify the name of the
Tog fiTe to be used. ATternativeTy, you may just press .J
to reset the MASTER—LOG—MODE.

For the second parameter, the answer YES means the Tog
information should be appended to the end of the Tog fiTe.
The answer N0 means that the new Tog information can be
written from the start of the fi1e. 01d information on the

Tog fiTe is thus overwritten and Tost.

If the DUMP command is used after this command, then the

Tog fiTe must aiways be present when copying as user
SYSTEM.
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USER—INCREMENTAL—MODE

This command is used by user SYSTEM to aTTow pubTic users
to take incrementaT backup by using the seTection criteria:

MODIFIED—SINCE—LAST-BACKUP

When this mode is ON, a1] users may use this seTection
criteria, with the restriction that it may be used onTy on
the fiTes owned by the user performing the copying. When
the mode is OFF, only user SYSTEM and user RT are aTTowed
to use this seTection criterium. This mode can be made
permanent by dumping the backup system.

SET—VOLUME'ACCESS

This command is used to set or reset access for pubTic
users to voTumes other than their own. It has onTy one
parameter:

SET—VOLUME-ACCESS <GeneraT pubTic access?>

The answer YES wiTT give aTT users access to other users'
voTumes. N0 wiTT onTy aTTow user SYSTEM to access voTumes
owned by other users. The DUMP command after this command
wiTT make the access permanent. Public users may, in any
case, access voTumes owned by FLOPPY—USER.

DESTINATION'EXPANSION'MODE

User SYSTEM can use this command whiTe copying fiTes, in
order to set a copying mode where the destination user area
wiTT be expanded if it is too smaTT to ho the fiTes being
copied. Users who do not exist in advance wiTT aTso be
created if the MULTIUSER—COPY command is used in this mode.
This command onTy affects output to directories and it is
restricted to user SYSTEM.

DESTINATION—EXPANSION—MODE <Automatic expansion?)

The answer shoq be YES to expand the destination user
area, or NO to skip the copying and output an error message
if the user area is too smaTT.
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VOLUME—MODE

This command decides how the system will handle indexed
files with holes when copying to a volume on tape. This
command enables you to choose between three types of
copying modes:

STANDARD—VOLUME
MANUAL—STANDARD
BACKUP—SYSTEM

The mode STANDARD—VOLUME selects the ANSI defined format. A
hole in a file is considered a page not written to and is
not allocated space. Holes will be copied as empty pages
containing only zeroes. If MANUAL—STANDARD is used, copying
of files with holes must be confirmed from your terminal.

The BACKUP—SYSTEM format will mark holes with a label
instead of copying empty pages. This format can only be
used with files to be handled by the BACKUP-SYSTEM. This is
the default copying mode.

SET—DEFAULT'ANSWERS

This command defines the mode in which the backup system
will handle the situation when a YES/N0 answer is required
and the system is run as a mode or batch job. The alter—
natives are YES, NO, SUGGESTED and DEMAND.

SET—DEFAULT—ANSWERS <Answer?>

You may set the strategy to one of the following:

- YES/N0, which means that all YES/NO questions will be
handled as if you had given YES or NO as a response to
the question.

— SUGGESTED means that the system will use the answer that
it suggests as default. The answers the system suggests
will always be selected according to a rule that tells it
to select the answer that gives the smallest chance for
a catastrophic result if the answer is wrong.

— DEMAND means that the system will expect input from the
mode or batch file that controls the run. This is the
default alternative.
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This command specifies the checking strategy for the
destination, that is, whether it shoq be compared to the
source after copying.

COMPARE—MODE <Mode>

The permitted answers are:

— DEVICE. This turns the COMPARE—MODE UN for DEVICE-COPY.
It is aTso the defauTt vaTue.

- RETENTION winds and rewinds a streamer tape to unstress
it before DEVICE—COPY and compare.

— N0 turns off aTT comparison.

— FILE—COMPARE wiTT cause the source and destination fiTes
to be compared when copying fiTes with the MULTIUSER—
COPY or COPY—USERS—FILES commands.
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AN EXAMPLE OF MODIFYING THE COPYING MODE

I.
l The foTTowing exampTe shows some possibTe combinations of

the SERVICE—PROGRAM—CUF for modifying the backup system.

The command SET-VOLUME-ACCESS Tets users other than the
owner access a voTume.

The destination user area on a directory can be too smaTT
for the source files. The command DESTINATION—EXPANSIONMODE
wiT] seTect a copying mode where the destination user area
is expanded automaticaliy if user SYSTEM copies to that
area.

The name of the copied files, the date of copying, the
destination and source can be stored in a Tog fiTe. The
command MASTER-LOG-MODE is used for seiecting this copying
mode. The Tog information can either overwrite the 01d
information in the log fiTe or be appended to it. The Tog
fiTe can Tater be used as a parameter fiTe.

The modifications you have made by using the SERVICE—
PROGRAM—CUF wiTT not exist the next time you enter the
backup system unTess you give the command DUMP—BACKUP—
SYSTEM. This wiTT dump the backup system on the fiTe
BACKUP—x:PROG, where x is the version. Remember to give the
command @DUMP—PROGRAM—REENTRANT afterwards. Note that onTy
user SYSTEM may dump the system.
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This command enables you to rapidly copy complete device
units. When you use this command, the entire device unit or
subunit is copied, irrespective of its logical content. The
device may be a disk, a magnetic tape, or a streamer tape.

Destination disks used for DEVICE COPY should be formatted
in advance, using the stand—alone program DISC—TEMA (see
page 81).

Before you start copying, check that the device unit you
need to use for the backup disk pack is not occupied. Use
the command:

@LIST—DIRECTORIES—ENTERED

If the unit is occupied, first release it.

A directory cannot be released unless all files are closed
and all users are logged out from it. Use MAIL to send
DIRECT-BROADCAST to users who are logged in asking them to
log out.

Check also that the directory which you wish to take backup
of, or recover files to, is not in use. This directory must
not, however, be released. If the system pack is going to
be used for DEVICE-COPY, you should stop all other
activities on the system by executing, for example, the
mode job:

RESERVE-SYSTEM:MODE

which is distributed together with the backup system.

HOW TO USE A FILESTORE CABINET AND A DISK DRIVE

If you are planning to use a disk pack on the filestore
cabinet, and the START button is lit green, it means that a
disk pack is already inside the unit and the door cannot be
opened. Press the START button so the lamp blinks. When it
goes off, the door can be opened and the disk pack can be
removed. Insert a new disk pack into the unit, shut the
door and then press the START button again. The light
starts blinking. When it remains lit green, the disk is
ready for use.
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If you wish to use a disk pack on a disk drive for taking
backup, the procedure for mounting and removing the disk
pack is different from that described for a filestore
cabinet. Figure 12 shows how you can remove a disk pack
from a disk drive.

1. 2.
If the unit is on (START lamp lit), To open the lid, push the lid release as
press the START button and shown (use both hands if necessary).

WAIT
until the READY lamp stops flashing,
and a click is heard.

3.
Place the blue,
transparent cover
over the disk pack
as shown.

4.
Turn the locking bar
counter-clockwise
until you hear a
series of clicks.

5.
Lift the disk pack out and place it on the
tray, while at the same time pressing the
two small bars underneath the tray together.

When you release the two bars, the tray
is locked onto the disk pack.

CAUTIONl

Place the disk pack on the tray
AT ONCE

to avoid damage from dust, scratching, or
static electricity.

Figure 12. How to remove a disk pack from the disk drive.
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When not in use, a disk pack shouid be piaced inside its
cover (figure 13) for protection. The cover is piaced on a
biack tray (figure 13) which 1ocks into the cover. Press
the two black bars on the 1ower side of the tray to enable
the disk to iock into the tray. When you reiease the bars,
the cover is iocked. Make sure that you have both cover and
tray handy before you start this operation.

To insert a new disk pack, first 1ift the disk off the tray
by pressing the b1ack bars below the tray to re1ease the
iocking mechanism. Place the disk pack in position inside
the disk drive. Turn the iocking bar (figure 13) in a
CLOCKWISE direction unti] it stops. You may now remove the
cover.

COVER

‘\“ '
TRAY

LOCKING BAR

Figure 13. The cover of the disk pack.
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TAKING BACKUP ON A HARD DISK. MAGNETIC TAPE 0R STREAMER

Below is an example of how to use the DEVICE-COPY command:

1)

2)

You must specify the name of the device where the desti—
nation medium is mounted. In this example it is
DISC-70MB. It could, however, have been any of the other
permitted disk types (see page 84: DISK TYPES), or
another type of storage medium such as MAG—TAPE-l or
STREAMER-TAPE-l. You may not copy to a remote device.

When specifying the DESTINATION DEVICE UNIT, use the
format:

<Unit.type.subunit>, <Unit-type-subunit> or <Unit unit>

for example:

O.F.1, O-F-l or 0:2

where F stands for fixed media and R for removable
media. You may skip both type and subunit if they are
not relevant for the device.

NOTE: F and R are only relevant for PHOENIX disks. On
other disks, the format should be <Unit.subunit> or
<Unit—subunit>, or just <Unit> if the disk is not
divided into subunits.

<Unit:unit> may only be used for tapes, and represents a
list of units. You may thus mount several tapes before
copying of a directory unit is started.
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3) For SOURCE you need to specify the name of the device
where the source medium is mounted. The aTternatives for
SOURCE DEVICE NAME are the same as those for
DESTINATION DEVICE NAME. In this exampie it is
DISC—70MB. It couid, however, have been DISC—3—75MB—2,
MAG—TAPE—3 or STREAMER—TAPE—Z, and so on. For more
detaiIs about disk types see page 84.

4) Use the same format for SOURCE DEVICE UNIT as for
DESTINATION DEVICE UNIT.

DEVICE’COPY AS A MODE 0R BATCH JOB

THE FUNCIONS

When using the command DEVICE—COPY as a mode or batch job,
the runtime communication wiii not go to the output fiIe
specified for the job. Instead it is directed to the
consoie or the ERROR DEVICE — if the ERROR DEVICE is set to
a device other than the consoTe by using the SINTRAN
command:

@SET—ERROR—DEVICE (device number)

Note that answers to runtime questions can oniy be written
to the consoie and not to the error device - in cases where
the error device is different from the consoIe.

After copying is compieted, -OK, or an error message, or in
certain cases both, are written to the output fiie
indicating whether the copying was executed correctiy or
not.

0F DEVICE—COPY

The command DEVICE—COPY has the foiiowing four functions:

0 COPY
o APPEND—DEVICE
o LIST-DEVICES—APPENDED
o DELETE—LAST—APPENDIX

The function COPY copies aII information from source to
destination without making any changes. The program checks
how many pages there are to copy and writes it on the
terminai. In this exampie, xxxxx represents the number of
pages to be copied from source to destination. You are
informed when COPYING begins. After COPYING is compIeted,
the program goes over to COMPARING the information between
source and destination. If it is exact, the message OK is
dispiayed on the terminal.
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The prompt FUNCTION, of the DEVICE-COPY command, can be
used to control the way in which copying is performed. The
following commands can be used for this purpose:

— APPEND—DEVICE <Device name of next directory entered>
<Device unit>

This command is used to specify the next source directory
to be copied or the next destination directory to be
recovered in the current DEVICE—COPY command. You may
thus specify a list of devices to be copied/recovered in
one DEVICE—COPY command.

- LIST—DEVICES-SPECIFIED

The output for this command is the devices specified as
destination and source prior to the prompt FUNCTION. If
the APPEND—DEVICE command has been used, the list will
also include the devices appended.

— DELETE—LAST—APPENDIX

The execution of this command causes the deletion of the
last device appended to the list - if you regret that you
appended it.

The prompt FUNCTION reappears on the screen until the
command COPY is given. The current list of devices will
then be copied. After a directory is successfully copied,
you will be asked to mount a new pack on the backup unit to
copy to or from the next directory in the appended list.

Note that the main directory may not be appended. If you
wish to copy the main directory together with several other
directories in a single COPY command, specify the main
directory as the first source or destination device. The
other directory devices may then be appended to it.

An appended list is particularly useful when you have to
remove the system directory pack to mount several backup
packs on its unit to copy or recover all the other
directories of the system. By appending all the other
directories to the list, it becomes possible to copy them
in one COPY command, without having to remount the system
disk between each directory to be copied.

Note that DEVICE-COPY does not check whether the desti—
nation was written to more recently than the source.
However, since the source directory is normally an entered
directory, and the destination directory is not entered, it
should be easy to control whether the copying,is taking
place in the right direction.

The function COPY is also used to recover a directory to
the system. If you wish to recover a directory, the
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destination unit must be an entered directory. The
f0110wing question wi11 then appear on the screen:

Copy to directory. OK? (YES/N0)

If you answer YES, copying is performed to the entered
directory.

When copying from or recovering to the system directory by
using the DEVICE—COPY command, no swapping occurs. This is
because the active part of the backup system is p1aced on
the DMA—server segment which is fixed in memory, and the
swap semaphore is reserved. As a resuTt of this, you may
recover the system pack without running FLOPPY—SINTRAN.

You may a1$o remove the system pack to p1ace a backup pack
on its unit without running FLOPPY-SINTRAN. This is an
advantage in a system where the on1y removabTe disk is the
system disk. This is aiso usefui in cases where there are
two removabTe disk packs, one of them being the system
directory, and you need to take backup of the other
removabTe disk.

In cases where you remove the system pack before taking
backup, you must give the DEVICE-COPY command foiiowed by
its parameters, inc1uding the COPY command, before you
remove the system pack.

NOTE: To achieve this, it is important to remember that
both the system directory, and the directory to be copied
or recovered, must be entered directories.

The backup system prompts you when the system pack shoq
be removed and the backup pack mounted. After this is
performed, the COPY command is excuted. When copying is
compTeted, you wii] be asked to remount the system pack,
after which you get the Ba-sy: prompt back on the screen.

A speciaT situation is encountered when you try to copy a
140 Mb disk, which is not divided into two 70 Mb subunits
but is defined as one directory of 140 Mb, to 70 Mb disks.
In such cases you wi11 need three 70 Mb disks, the Tast of
which wi11 contain onTy two pages. If, however, the 140 Mb
disk is divided into two 70 Mb subunits, you wi11 need just
two 70 Mb disks to copy the 140 Mb disk.
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APPENDIX A LABEL FORMATS 0N MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUMES

Imp1ementation of magnetic tape vo1umes in the SINTRAN 111
Backup system is based upon the American Nationa1 Standard
magnetic tape 1abeTs for Information Interchange,
X3.27—1969. However, some deviations from the standard have
been made. Deviations are marked with a do11ar sign ($) in
the exp1anation.

GENERAL RULES

The genera1 v01ume 1ayout is as fo11ows:

VOL1 HDRl HDR2 UHL1*-FILE1—
EOFl

*EOF1*HDR1 HDR2 UHL1*-FILE2- * < or >**
EOV1

where VOL1,HDR1,HDR2,UHL1,EOF1 and EOV1 are 1abe1s, and
asterisks are EOF marks (tape marks).

A11 1abe1s are 80 character b1ocks.

A11 information in the 1abe1s is recorded as ASCII char-
acters with the parity bit c1eared. A11 unused character
positions wi11 contain spaces. $$$ Some 1abe1 fie1ds,
however, contain binary information.

Fi1e data is recorded as I * 2048 character, b1ocks
where I is an integer from 1 to 8. These b1ocks may
contain any character (0-255).

$$$$ DEVIATION FROM STANDARD

— 0n1y the first fi1e in a vo1ume may be extended to other
vo1umes.

— A nonstandard 1abe1, HOLE, has been introduced. This
1abe1 can be inserted between the fi1e data b1ocks. The
important information in this 1abe1 is a 32-bit binary
number contained in characters 77—80 of the 1abe1. The
backup system uses this number in the fo11owihg way:

Each 2048 character unit on the tape corresponds to a
1024 16—bit word b1ock on the disk, referred to as a
page. The pages are numbered 0,1,2,3, etc. to estab1ish a
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IogicaI sequence of pages. If the Iogica] sequence is not
continuous, then a "HOLE 1abe1“ defines where the next
biock on the tape Togicaiiy belongs in the disk fiIe. In
order to represent a 10gica1 hoIe on the tape, the HOLE
TabeI wiII be inserted in front of the next biock,
stating this biock's IogicaI number. BIocks of I * 2048
characters without a HOLE Iabe] are expected to beiong to
a contiguous Togicai area, and wiII cause the Togica)
biock number to be incremented by one.

ExampTe:

Log. biock no: 0 5 6 7 100 101 120
Data HOLE Data Data Data HOLE Data Data HOLE Data

(5) (100) (120)

where "data” represents fiIe data biocks (2048 characters)
and "HOLES” are Tabeis. The contents of HOLE Iabeis are
shown in parentheses.

VOLUME HEADER LABEL

POSITION FIELD NAME LENGTH CONTENTS

1- 3 1 Labei identifier 3 VOL
4 2 Labe) number 1 1
5-10 3 Vqme seriai number 6 (volume name) $

11 4 Accessibiiity 1 (space)
12-31 5 (Not used) 20 (spaces)
32—37 6 (Not used) 6 (spaces)
38—51 7 Owner identification 14 (name of owner) $
52—79 8 (Not used) 28 (spaces)
80 9 LabeI standard IeveI 1 (space)

$ Fieids 3 and 7:

- These fieids contain aIphanumeric characters. If the
fieId is not fuiiy filied with characters, the Tast
character in the string is an apostrophe. This character
is used to mark the end of the string and is not part of
the name. The unused part of the fieId is fiIIed with
spaces.
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FIRST FILE HEADER LABEL

POSITION FIELD NAME LENGTH CONTENTS

1- 3 1 Label identifier 3 HDR
4 2 Label number 1 1
5-21 3 File identifier 17 (file name) $

22—27 4 Set identification 6 (file type) $
28—31 5 File section number 4 (0001—0002-nnnn)
32—35 6 File sequence number 4 (0001—0002—nnnn)
36—39 7 Generation number 4 (file generation) $
40-41 8 Generation version number 2 (version number) $
42—47 9 Creation date 6 (ANSI stand. date)
48—53 10 Expiration date 6 (spaces) $
54 11 Accessibility 1 (space)
55—60 12 Block count 6 000000
61—73 13 System code 13 SINTRAN III x

74—80 14 (Not used) 7 (spaces)

$ Field 3:

— Apostrophe is used to mark the end of a string and this
character is not part of the name. The unused part of the
field is filled with spaces.

5 Field 4:

- Only the four first characters are used in this field. If
less than four characters are used, an apostrophe is used
to mark the end of the string.

$ Field 7:

— Only alphanumeric characters. The field is left—justi—
fied and an apostrophe is used to mark the end of a
string. The character code in this field identifies a
backup generation of files.

3
n
=
=
:3
:3
:a
=
:3
:3
2
n
2
n
:z:
:n
:3
:n
:u
:a
:a
7::

$ Field 8:

— This field contains numbers from 1 to 99. The numbers
are left—justified. One digit numbers should be followed
by an apostrophe. The number identifies different ver—
sions of files with identical file identifiers and set
identifications (fields 3 and 4). Each version must be

treated as an individual file.

$ Field 9 and 10:

— Creation and expiration date are not used and will
contain spaces. .
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$ Fieid 13:

— The system code is SINTRAN III x, where x is the version
code, for exampIe J.

SECOND FILE HEADER LABEL

POSITION FIELD NAME LENGTH CONTENTS

1— 3 1 LabeI identifier 3 HDR
4 2 LabeI number 1 2
5 3 Record format 1 U
6—10 4 BIock Iength 5 (number of characters)

11—15 5 Record Iength 5 (spaces)
16—50 6 Res. for operating systems 35 (name of owner) $
51—52 7 (Not used) 2 (spaces)
53—80 8 (Not used) 28 (spaces)

$ FieId 6:

— Up to 16 aIphanumeric characters, starting from position
16, identifying the owner of this fiIe. If the name is
shorter than 16 characters, an apostrophe is used to mark
the end of the name. The next 10 bytes of fieId 6 contain
an ASCII representation of the maximum byte pointer of
the fiIe.

USER LABEL

POSITION FIELD NAME LENGTH CONTENTS

1— 3 1 LabeI identifier 3 UHL
4 2 Labe) number 1 1
5—80 3 User option 76 (fiIe info.) $

$ FieId 3:

- This fieId differs from the ANSI IabeI standard. The
fieId contains binary information for the ND subsystem
backup system SINTRAN III in the foiIowing format:
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FIELD 3:

133

POSITION
WITHIN FIELD WITHIN LABEL

5 NONSTANDARD HOLE LABEL

CONTENTS

Version number of this fiie (1-255 dec )
Tota] number of versions (1—255 dec )
File system standard creation date
Logica) page number of first page in this
section
SINTRAN III fi1e system object entry

POSITION FIELD NAME LENGTH CONTENTS

WITHIN FIELD WITHIN LABEL

5—76
77—80

1—72
73—76

END OF FILE LABEL

POSITIN FIELD NAME

HHHHHHHUHHHHHHHFHFHHHHUHHUUHUHUWI‘THHH

1— 3 1 Labe] identifier 3 HOL
4 2 Labei number 1 E
5—80 3 User option 76 (information)

$ FieId 3:

- Contains a number in the foiiowing format:

FIELD 3:

POSITION CDNTENTS

(No information)
32-bit binary number stating the Togicai
biock number of the foiiowing data biock.

LENGTH CONTENTS

1- 3 1 LabeI identifier 3 EOF
4 2 Labe] number 1 1
5—54 3—11 (Same as HDRl) 50 (corresponds HDRl)

55—60 12 Biock count 6 (number of biocks)
61-80 13—14 (Not used) 20 (spaces)

a
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END OF VOLUME LABEL

POSITION FIELD NAME LENGTH CONTENTS
1— 3 1 Label identifier 3 EOV
4-80 2—14 (Same as EOFl) 77 (correspOnds to EOFl)

MODIFICATIONS FOR DEVICE BACKUP

When a complete device unit is copied to a volume on disk
or tape, the copy of the device unit/subunit on the volume
is a normal volume file. If the backup system command
DEVICE—COPY is used, the system itself decides whether a
device should contain a volume or directory. The device
should contain a volume if it is a streamer or magnetic
tape, or if the source and destination devices have
different sizes, and the destination device is not an
entered directory while the source is.

The ANSI labels of a destination volume are then generated
as follows:

v0Ll - VOLUME HEADER LABEL

FIELD 3 - Volume serial number (volume name).

Each time a device is copied to a volume, a new volume is
automatically created by the system. The volume name is not
explicitely given by the user, but decided by the system to
be BACKUP.

FIELD 7 — Owner identification (name of owner).
The owner will be SYSTEM.

HDRl - FIRST FILE HEADER LABEL

FIELD 3 — File identifier (file name).

The file name is the name of the source device, for example
DISC-75MB—1

FIELD 4 - Set identification (file type).

The file type is the unit/subunit identification given as,
for instance, 1 (unit 1) if there are no subunits, or 1—2
if subunit 2 is copied, or 2R or 2F1 if the source is a
Phoenix disk with removable (R) and fixed (F) subunits (2F1
means fixed subunit 1 of unit 2).

Norsk Data ND-60.250.1 EN
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and thus the sequence number is 0001. When the DEVICE—COPY
function is COPY, the generation and version numbers are
set to 1.
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FIELDS 6, 7 and 8 — Sequence, generation and version
numbers. Since a new volume is created each time a device
is copied, the copy wiII be the first fiIe on the vqme,

HDR2 — SECOND FILE HEADER LABEL

FIELD 6 — Res. for operating systems (Iength: 35 bytes).

— Bytes 1 — 16:
ND—CPU—xxxxxxxxx where xxx... is the CPU number of the
system, Ieft—justified and terminated by an apostrophe.
This may be regarded as the owner of the fiIe.

— Bytes 17 — 32:
Directory name of the source.

— Byte 33:
Directory index of the source.

- Bytes 34 - 35:
FiIe system fIag word (DFLAG) of the directory tabIe
entry of the source.

UHLl - USER LABEL:

FIELD 3 - User option (length: 76 bytes)

Bytes 1 - 2:
Binary generation (= version) number.

Bytes 3 — 4:
Tota) number of generations.

Bytes 5 - 8:
Copy date in the standard SINTRAN III fiIe system format.

1 I Bytes 9 — 12:
Start page number. When the section number of the HDR1
IabeI is > 1 (the device copy is spIit into severa) v01-
umes), this is the start page of the current section. If
the section number is 1, and the start page is >< to the
fiIe pointer of the device object entry (see beIow), then
the source device was a main directory containing
SINTRAN III, and:

start page - fiIe pointer =
IogicaI number of first page behind (SYSTEM)SEGFILO:DATA

Thus, when recovering this fiIe, one may skip SINTRAN III.
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— Bytes 13 — 76:
Device object entry (1ength: 64 bytes). This object entry
is constructed by the backup system, and is quite simiiar
to an ordinary SINTRAN III fi1e system object entry. It
describes the source device, and contains the foiiowing:

DEVICE OBJECT ENTRY IN FIELD 3:

POSITION
IN (BJECT
ENTRY

CONTENTS

1- 2
3—18

19—22
23-26
27-28
29-30
31—32
33-34
35-36
37-52
53-56
57-60
61-64

F1ag word (NFLAG) of the name tabTe entry of the device
Device name
Unit subunit: 1', 2—1', 1R', 2F1' (see HDRl fi1e type)
Zero (version chain pointers)
Access word is 1, i.e. on1y owner read access
Fi1e attribute word is ZOB, i.e. contiguous fiie
Unit and device number (DUNIT) from the directory entry
Term.no. and user index of the user who made the copy
Subunit and name index (LUNIT) from the directory entry
Zero (open counts and dates)
Number of pages in file (source device)
Max. byte pointer = number of pages * 2048 - 1
Fi1e pointer. Start page of source device on disk

SPECIAL RULES FOR FLOPPY VOLUMES

- Oniy fioppy formats 0 and 17 are aiiowed.

— Each )abe) group (HDRl HDR2 UHL1) is written in one
record (sector on the fioppy).

— A HOLE )abe) is written as a deieted record to distin—
guish it from data, and the EOF mark preceding the
EOFl-iabeI is written as a deieted record containing the
identifier 'EOF*' in the first 4 bytes of the record, to
distinguish if from a HOLE labei.
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SPECIAL RULES FOR DISK AND STREAMER

A11 the 1abe15 in front of, between, or at the end of fiies
on disk or streamer voiumes are written in one sector, and
they have fixed positions in the sector. An exception from
this may be the case where one needs severai UHLn 1abeis
(n>1) to contain a iogicai bit fi1e (based on the index
biocks) of 1arge indexed fiies, when normai fi1e backup on
disk or streamer voiumes is impiemented.

BEGINING OF VOLUME.

VOL1 Zero—word Zero-word HDR1 HDRZ UHL1 EOF-word

The Zero—word contains only 0, whiie the EOF—word contains
binary 3 (EOF) in the first byte, and an asterisk (*) in
the 1ast byte.

BETWEEN FILES.

Eof—word EOF1 Eof—word HDR1 HDRZ UHL1 Eof—word

END OF VOLUME.

EOF1
Eof—word < or > Eof—word Eof-word

EOV1

if the voiume is not empty. If the voiume is empty, the
contents of the first sector is:

VOL1 Zero—word Eof-word Eof—word

The 1abeis and Zero/Eof-words in front of, or between files
wi11 thus take 4 * 80 bytes + 3 * 2 bytes = 326 bytes = 163
words of a sector.
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APPENDIX B BACKUP SYSTEM VERSION H ERRORS
— —

ssi=340b
0b Backup System
1b Last command aborted
2b Recover parameters
3b Number is too big for encoding
4b String is too Iong for IabeI number decoding
5b Wrong deIimiter in string
6b No fiIes copied
7b ImpossibIe ANSI date
10b Inconsistent
11b Not possibIe, fiIe is open for write
12b Do not skip first version
13b Error in Iisting
14b Directory and user for source and destination may not be equaI
15b Not ready:
16b Not on Iine:
17b Not rewound
20b No vqme
21b Wrong vqme mounted:
22b The user entered is not the owner of this vqme
23b DeIeted record; not hoIe or EOF
24b Last fiIe continues on next volume. IIIegaI to write behind it
25b Inconsistent voI.; not EOFl IabeI
26b Inconsistent number of fiIes on vqme
27b Error: at start of destination vqme
30b Error: not at end of destination volume
31b Wrong or missing vqme,

do you want to create new vqme?:
32b Write protected
33b End of vqme
34b Wrong end of fiIe:
35b Skip 1 source page
36b Not first section of fiIe:
37b Not deIeting destination fiIe
40b Not continuation of Iast vqme
41b Not continuation of Iast fiIe
42b IIIegaI character in:
43b End of tape
44b Copy vqme to vqme is not impIemented
45b Too Iong string in parameter fiIe
46b Error in parameter fiIe
47b No such unit:
50b No device name given
51b Ambiguous device name
52b IIIegaI device name
53b Unit occupied
54b Error in dumping to:
55b Cannot open Iog fiIe
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56b

57b
60b
61b
62b
63b
64b
65b
66b
67b

70b
71b
72b
73b
74b
75b
76b
77b
100b
101b
102b
103b
104b
105b
106b
107b
110b
111b
112b
113b
114b
115b
116b
117b
120b
121b
122b
123b
124b
125b
126b
127b
130b
131b
132b
133b
134b
135b
136b
137b
140b
141b

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH'
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Destination modified since last backup,
or Tast modification of source fiTe is oer than that of
destination:
New source fiTe user:
Give new fiTe
Not read access to name of fiTe no:
Too smaTT destination fiTe
Error concerning:
Wrong fioppy format:
DeTeting Tast fiTe by regenerating EOV behind VOL1 TabeT (empty voTume)
DeTeting Tast voTume fiTe:
LogicaT "hoTe" in datapages
for fiTe:
Error in page no:
Not standard Tog. dev. no. for:
Error from opening parameter file
Try the MASTER—LOG—MODE command
ITTegaT date
Reducing redundant seTection
Reducing impossibTe or dummy seIection
Parenthesis syntax error
ImpossibTe seTection (may inciude source type key)
No key deTeted
Previous seTection is current
ITTegaT previous seTection is deTeted
Remote iTTegaT
Source and destination directory may not be eqauT
No previous seTection
Mount next tape or fToppy on:
No Tog fiTe defined, COPY-MODE is reset
Restricted to user system, COPY-MODE is reset
No copy to existing fiTe:
Not yet impTemented
No preceeding AND/0R
DeTeting preceeding AND/OR/NOT
Do.not take incrementaT backup in archive mode.
Not a110wed in MULTIUSER—COPY
Not own user.
Cannot avoid SINTRAN III. Try FLOPPY—SINTRAN or DIR—BACKUP.
If deTete 01d fiTes, enter as user:
And create new voTume:
ImpossibTe biock size on tape
Different directory name:
Do not use FLOPPY—SINTRAN for backup.
Missing pages. Retry with a later fToppy/streamer microprogram.
PROM error.
Warning: STC tape station wiTT not Tet you change parity.
STC tape station wiTT onTy accept 1600 or 6250 as density vaTues.
Cannot change density on this tape station.
Tape aTready in use with different parity and density.
ImpossibTe date/time specified.
Low date/time is greater than high date/time.
EOF not found when expected during fiTe compare.
Trying to append too many directories.
Trying to append a main directory.
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l42b
143b
144b
145b
146D
147D
160b
161b
162b
163b
164D
165b
l66b
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Trying to append a directory that is not entered.
Trying to append a directory aIready specified.
FiIe name and 1ist fiIe parameters are ignored.
Disk mirroring error. Not disabIed or disconnected.
Copy the origina] BACKUP—Hxx:PROG fiIe before dumping to the copy.
IIIegaI to deIete fiIes with these parameters.
UnavaiIabIe error message. Error code:
Can not avoid SINTRAN III. Try FLOPPY-SINTRAN or DIR—BACKUP.
Donot use FLOPPY—SINTRAN for backup.
Missing pages. Retry with a newer rppy/streamer microprogram.
Too 01d fioppy/streamer microprogram. Try version C or Iater.
Wrong vqme mounted:
Not vqme
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Index

ABORT— BATCH .
ACCESS . . .
Advanced SELECT .
AIIocated .
AND . . .
Append access .
APPEND- DEVICE .
ARCHIVE . . . . .
AUTOMATIC— COMPARE .
Bad cartridge .
BIT FILE
BPI mode
CHANGE—MEMbRi-BUFFER—ADDRESS
CIPHER . .
CLOSE— FILE
COMPARE . . .

—DISK—TAPE
—MODE .

CONSOLE .
Contiguous . .
CONTIGUOUS— DESTINATION
ControITed stop .
COPY . . . . .

-FILE . . .
-FROM-MAG- TAPE
-MODE . . .
-TO-MAG- TAPE
-USERS- FILES

COPY-DEVICE . .
COPY-DIRECTORY
COSMOS
CREATE_

—DIRECTORY
—FILE .
—USER ..
—VOLUME . . .

DATA—DICTIONARY .
DATABASE-STATUS .
Decoded message .
DefauIt .

directory .
DELETE . .

—CURRENT— SELECTION
-LAST—APPENDIX
—LAST-KEY . . .
—VOLUME—FILES .

Destination
—EXPANSION—MODE .
—FILES—EXIST
directory .
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type
user

DEVICE . .
—COPY . . .
—FUNCTION .
error .
name
unit .

DIR—BACKUP . .
DIRECT—BROADCAST
Directory .

recovery
DISC—TEMA—H .
Disk

controITer
drive .
types .

DoubIe— sided/doubIe—density .
DUMP— BACKUP- SYSTEM
DUMP—DIRECTORY—ENTRY
ENTER—DIRECTORY .
EXECUTE .
EXIT
FiIe

-ATTRIBUTE
—COMPARE . . .
-INDEX- INTERVAL .
—NAME . . . . .
-STATISTICS . . . . .
-SYSTEM- INVESTIGATOR
generation .
name
versions

FiIestore cabinet .
FLOPP-TO—WINCH
f10ppy

-SINTRAN
disk . .

FORCE- CLOSE .
formatting . . .
GENERATION— INTERVAL .
GIVE— USER— SPACE .
Hard disk .
Indexed . .

—DESTINATION
LINE— PRINTER
LIST

—BATCH-PROCESS
—BATCH—OUEUE . .
-DEVICES—SPECIFIED
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-DIRECTORIES—ENTERED
—FILE . . .
-FILES . . . . .
-FILES-SELECTED .
—RT—PROGRAMS
-SELECTION . . . .
—SPECIAL—COMMANDS .
-SPOOLING—QUEUE .
-VOLUME .

LOAD—POINT
Log

fi1es .
mode

magnetic tapes
Main directory
Mandatory .
Manuai

-STANDARD .
check .
se1ection .
threading . .

MASTER-LOG—MODE .
MATCH . .
MCL . . . .
MCOPY-TANB
Memory buffer .
Mode

Mu1ticyc1e
Mu1tiport

channe1
memory . .

MULTIySER—COPY
NO—OVERWRITE
Norma1 mode .
NOT . .
Notch .
0cta1 number
0n1ine
0R . . . . . . . . . .
OVERWRITE—INCREMENTAL .
PAGE-LIST . . .
Parameter fiies .
Parenthesis .
Periphera]

fi1e
PERTEC
Phoenix .
Precautions .
READ

—DATE—INTERVAL
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—LAST—STATUS
RECOVER .
Recovering f11es
Recovery . .
RECREATE— FILES—AND—USERS
ReeT hub . .
Reformatt1ng
REGENERATE—DIR .
RELEASE—DIRECTORY .
Remote Backup .
RESERVE-SYSTEM
RETENTION .
Sate111te . .
SELECT—DENSITY . . .
SERVICE—PROGRAM—CUF .
SET

—BLOCK-SIZE—FOR—TAPE
—DEFAULT—ANSWERS
-DENSITY
—DISK- TYPE . .
—FLOPPY— FORMAT . . . .
—MAG— TAPE— DEVICE- NUMBER .
-MATCHING— MODE . .
-PRINTER- DEVICE- NUMBER
-UNAVAILABLE .
—VOLUME-ACCESS

SHRINKING-MODE
SIBAS . . .

-SERVICE .
SINGLE— SEARCH . . . .
S1ngTe— s1ded/singTe— dens1ty .
SINTRAN— BLOCK- SIZE
SOFTWARE—SELECT .
Source

-DIFFERENT—FROM—DESTINATION .
d1rectory .
f11e
type
user

Spec1a1 mode
Spoo11ng
Stand—a10ne . . .
STANDARD—VOLUME .
STC . .
storage med1a .
Streamer backup .
System

—COPY .
superv1sor

tape
Teader
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Index

path
Temporary .
Termina] . . . .

-STATISTICS .
TEST

—DIRECTORY
-PROGRAM-DIskEiTé I

TIMRT . .
Unit occupied .
Un1oad
USER

—COPY—LOG—MODE
—INCREMENTAL—MODE I

VERIFY
voiume . .

—MODE . . .
WHERE—IS—FILE .
WINCH—TO—FLOPP
write

enabie
protection

wRITTEN-DATE-INTERVAL .
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SEND US YOUR COMMENTS!

Are you frustrated because of unclear information in our
manuals? Do you have trouble finding things? Why don’t
you join the Reader’s Club and send us a note? You will
receive a membership card — and an answer to your
comments.

Please let us know if you:
—— find errors
— cannot understand information
—- cannot find information
—find needless information.

Do you think we could improve our manuals by rearranging
the contents? You could also tell us if you like the manual.

Send to:
Norsk Data A.S
Documentation Department
P.O. Box 25 BOGERUD
N - 0621 OSLO 6 - Norway

NOTE!

This form is primarily for documentation errors. Software
and system errors should be reported on Customer System
Reports.

Manual number:Manual Name:

Which version of the product are you using?

What problems do you have? (use extra pages if needed)

Do you have suggestions for improving this manual?

Your name: Date:

Company: Position:

Address:

What are you using this manual for?

Norsk Data's answer will be found on the reverse side. é



Answer from Norsk Data:

Answered by: Date:

Norsk Data A.S
Documentation Department
P.O. Box 25 BOGERUD
N - 0621 OSLO 6 - Norway
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